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-5 Regional Ecology Program

ECOLOGY PROGRAM MISSIO
STATEMENT 

“To provide leadership and program direction 
that incorporates ecological science in the 
Agency's multiple-scale approach to managing 
natural resources for sustainability and diverse 
human needs.   

To facilitate understanding, development and 
appropriate use of ecological principles for 
Agency activities such as landscape analysis 
and assessment, land management planning, 
inventory and monitoring, and project 
implementation.” 

R5 PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Region 5 Ecology Program provides 
products and expertise fundamental to 
sustainable, science-based, multiple-use 
land management in the Pacific 
Southwest. The Program’s principal 
purpose is to ensure and enable the 
application of current ecological science to 
land and resource management on the 
National Forests in California. The 
Regional Program is headed by a GS-13 
Ecologist and a GS-12 Assistant Regional 
Ecologist in the Regional Office. A GS-12 
Province Ecologist is stationed on each of 
five Provinces (zones of three to four 
National Forests), in some cases with a 
GS-11 Associate Ecologist. Two cost-share 
ecologists at the Regional level are co-

managed with the University of California-
Davis and the California Fire Science 
Consortium. 

Primary functions at the Regional level 
include: 

 provide expert ecological input and
advice to the Regional Forester,
Regional Office staff, and Region 5
Forests and Districts

 assist in development of Regional
ecological priorities as they pertain to
the USDA and USFS Strategic Plan
goals and R5 Strategic Priorities

 act as the principal ecological liaison
between USFS Region 5 and other
federal and state agencies, research
institutions, NGOs, the public and
media

 provide assistance to the Province
Ecologists in the form of funding,
technical expertise, and logistical
support

 provide assistance and ecological input
to bioregional and forest assessments
for Forest Plan processes

 develop and steward applicable
Regional and National standards

 review Ecology Program work plans
and products

 aid in the recruitment of qualified
candidates for ecology positions
Regionwide

 represent Region 5 and the Regional
Ecology Program at local, Regional,
and National functions and events

 support Region 5 Forests in their
interpretation and implementation of
the Regional Ecological Restoration
initiative
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 support Region 5 efforts to manage for 
climate change mitigation and 
adaptation 

 coordinate Fire Return Interval 
Departure mapping in Region 5 

 serve on the executive committee for 
the California Fire Science Consortium 

 manage the Research Natural Area 
(RNA) Program   

 manage the Regional Aspen 
Delineation Project  

 serve as a technical advisor to bodies 
such as the Regional Forest Planning 
core team, Regional Climate Change 
Integration Team, and the Sierra 
Nevada Forest Carnivore Conservation
Assessment 

Primary functions at the Province-and 
Forest-level include:  

 provision of expert vegetation & fire 
ecology input to ecosystem 
management and planning (e.g. pre-
NEPA consultation, monitoring, ID-
Teams, Forest planning)  

 training and technology transfer 
 ecological support to restoration 

planning and implementation 
 climate change interpretation  
 support to fuels treatment planning 
 monitoring design, implementation an

analysis  
 fire and fire regime modeling and 

mapping  
 determination of site potentials and 

ecosystem suitability 
 development of desired future 

conditions 
 vegetation classification and mapping 
 development of management 

interpretations 
 development of state & transition and

other stand-dynamics models 

 habitat modeling, mapping, and 
prediction 

 involvement with the California Fire 
Science Consortium at the subregional 
scale 

 interaction and collaboration with 
Forest and District resource staff  

 RNA program coordination for the host 
Forest 
 

The Regional Ecology Program (REP) is 
partially supported by a Regional earmark. 
In fy 2015 total earmark funding came to 
$730,000. Earmark funds came from the 
following sources: NFIM (35%), NFVW  
(32%), WFHF (22%), and NFWF (11%). 
Province Ecologists supplement their 
Regional allocation with Forest-level 
funding and funding derived elsewhere 
(examples include the California Energy 
Commission, USFS State and Private 
Forestry, the Tahoe Science Program, 
California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, the 
National Fire Plan, and the Joint Fire 
Sciences Program). Until 2010, Regional 
funding for the Ecology Program had fallen 
continuously since the early 1990’s, when 
funding reached or exceeded $1.2 million 

d per year in 2015 dollars (Fig. 1). Staffing 
has also dropped significantly, from a high 
of 16 in the mid 1990’s, to six in late 2011, 
rising to nine in 2015. The Regional 
Ecology Program is a national leader in 
attracting funding from external sources 
(Fig. 2). Over the last ten years, the REP 
has more than doubled its effective budget 
by way of partner funding, grants, and 

 various types of financial support from 
sources outside the NFS annual budget. 
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REP staff (and affiliated Forest and District 
staff) meet at least once annually to 
discuss programs of work, funding, 
standards and guidelines, future planning, 
and topics of current interest. Trainings are 
held periodically. Annual program reviews 
and annual program of work meetings are 
also held on each Province. Province 
Ecologists operate under a shared services 
agreement between the Region and the 
Province Forests. Province Ecologists 
prepare, with assistance of the Regional 
Ecologist and forest Resource staff, an 
annual Program of Work describing 

objectives, activities, and assistance 
needed to complete the planned work; the 
annual POW is tied to National, Regional, 
and Forest goals and priorities. An annual 
meeting (1) to review the previous fiscal 
year’s accomplishments, and (2) to 
negotiate the upcoming fiscal year’s POW, 
is held with the attendance of the Province 
Ecologist, the Regional Ecologist, Resource 
Staff officers, and any other interested 
parties. The final program of work is 
agreed to by the Forest Supervisors and 
RO Director of Ecosystem Management.   

California Fire Science Consortium field trip to Laguna Mountain, Cleveland NF 
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Figure 1. Ecology Program (REP) funding (does not include Regional and Assistant Regional ecologists, who are 
funded from RO internal budget), and number of REP staff, 1984-2015. 

Figure 2. REP earmark funding and funding secured from external sources by the REP, 2006-2015. “External” = 
funding from outside the Region 5 National Forest System annual budget. 
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R5 REGIONAL ECOLOGY PROGRAM STAFF 
  

REGIONAL OFFICE 
 
Hugh Safford, Ph.D. 
Regional Ecologist 
Pacific Southwest Region 
1323 Club Drive 
Vallejo, CA 94592 
Phone: 707-562-8934  Fax: 707-562-9050 
Email: hughsafford@fs.fed.us 
 
Department of Environmental Science and Policy 
University of California 
Davis, CA 95616 
Phone: 530-219-0898  Fax: 530-752-3350 
Email: hdsafford@ucdavis.edu 
 
Sarah Sawyer, Ph.D. 
Assistant Regional Ecologist 
Pacific Southwest Region 
1323 Club Drive 
Vallejo, CA 94592 
Phone: 707-562-8924  Fax: 707-562-9050 
Email: scsawyer@fs.fed.us 
 

NORTHERN PROVINCE 
Serving Klamath, Shasta-Trinity, Mendocino and 
Six Rivers National Forests 
 
Ramona Butz, Ph.D.  
Province Ecologist 
Six Rivers National Forest 
1330 Bayshore Way 
Eureka, CA 95501 
Phone: 707-441-3584 Fax: 707-442-9242 
Email: rbutz@fs.fed.us 
 

 

  

  

 

mailto:hughsafford@fs.fed.us
mailto:hdsafford@ucdavis.edu
mailto:scsawyer@fs.fed.us
mailto:rbutz@fs.fed.us
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SIERRA-CASCADE PROVINCE  
Serving Lassen, Modoc and Plumas National Forests 

Kyle Merriam 
Province Ecologist 
Plumas National Forest  
P.O. Box 11500 
Quincy, CA  95971 
Phone: 530-283-7777  
Fax: 530-283-7716 
Email: kmerriam@fs.fed.us 

Michelle Coppoletta 
Associate Province Ecologist  
Plumas National Forest  
P.O. Box 11500 
Quincy, CA  95971 
Phone:  (530) 283-7822 
Fax: 530-283-7716 
Email: mcoppoletta@fs.fed.us 

CENTRAL SIERRA PROVINCE 
Serving Eldorado, Tahoe, and Stanislaus National 
Forests 

Becky Estes, Ph.D. 
Province Ecologist 
Eldorado National Forest 
100 Forni Road 
Placerville, CA  95667 
Phone: 530-642-5161 
Fax: 530-621-5297 
Email: bestes@fs.fed.us 

Shana Gross 
Associate Province Ecologist 
Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit 
35 College Drive 
South Lake Tahoe, CA  96151 
Phone: 530-543-2752 
Email: segross@fs.fed.us 

mailto:kmerriam@fs.fed.us
mailto:mcoppoletta@fs.fed.us
mailto:bestes@fs.fed.us
mailto:segross@fs.fed.us
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SOUTHERN SIERRA PROVINCE 
Serving Sequoia, Sierra and Inyo National 
Forests 

Marc Meyer, Ph.D.  
Province Ecologist 
Sierra National Forest 
1600 Tollhouse Road 
Clovis, CA 93611 
Phone: 559-297-0706 ext. 4929 
Fax: 559-294-4809 
Email: mdmeyer@fs.fed.us  

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PROVINCE 
Serving Angeles, Cleveland, Los Padres and San Bernardino 
National Forests 

Nicole Molinari, Ph.D. 
Province Ecologist 
Los Padres National Forest 
6755 Hollister Ave, Suite 150 
Goleta, CA 93117 
Phone: 805-961-5732 
Fax: 805-961-5729 
Email: nmolinari@fs.fed.us  

CALIFORNIA FIRE SCIENCE CONSORTIUM COSTSHARE 
Christina Restaino, Ph.D. 
Dept. of Environmental Science and Policy 
University of California 
Davis, CA 95616  
Phone: 530-519-2501  
Email: cmrestaino@ucdavis.edu  

mailto:mdmeyer@fs.fed.us
mailto:nmolinari@fs.fed.us
mailto:cmrestaino@ucdavis.edu
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UC-DAVIS ECOLOGY COSTSHARE 
Rebecca Wayman  
Dept. of Environmental Science and Policy 
University of California 
Davis, CA 95616 
Phone: 530-401-0471 
Email: rbwayman@ucdavis.edu 

R5 REGIONAL ECOLOGY PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS AND 
REPORTS  

Belsher-Howe, J. and Coppoletta, M. 2015. Webber’s milkvetch (Astragalus webberi) Habitat 
Enhancement and Population Augmentation Project, Plumas National Forest in Rare Plant 
Success Stories by Linnea Hanson and Julie K. Nelson. Fremontia. Vol. 43 (1). January 2015. 

Butz, R.J. In press. Fire in the African savanna: identifying challenges to traditional burning practices 
in Tanzania and Malawi. In: Fire Ecology, Ethnobiology, and Climate Change. Fowler, C., J.R. 
Welch, and A. Sullivan, eds. University of Utah Press. 

Coppoletta, M., Merriam, K. E., and Collins, B. M. in press. Post-fire vegetation and fuel 
development influences fire severity patterns in reburns. Ecological Applications. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/15-0225.1 

DeSiervo, M.H., E.S. Jules, M.E. Kauffmann, D.S. Bost, and R.J. Butz. In press. Revisiting John Sawyer 
and Dale Thornburgh’s 1969 vegetation plots in the Russian Wilderness: a legacy continued. 
Fremontia. 

DeSiervo, M.H., E. Jules, and H.D. Safford. 2015. Disturbance response across a productivity 
gradient: postfire vegetation in serpentine and non-serpentine forests. Ecosphere 6(4): Article 
60. 

Dobrowksi, S.Z., A. Swanson, J, Abatzoglou, Z, Holden, H. Safford, M. Schwartz, and D. Gavin. 2015. 
Forest structure and species traits mediate projections of climate-driven recruitment declines in 
western US tree species. Global Ecology and Biogeography 24: 917-927. 

Hanberry, B.B., R.F. Noss, S.K. Allison, H.D. Safford, and D.C. Dey. 2015. Restoration is preparation 
for the future. Journal of Forestry 113: 425-429. 

mailto:rbwayman@ucdavis.edu
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Keeley, J.E., and H.D. Safford. In press. Fire as an ecosystem process. Chapter 3, in H.A. Mooney and 
E. Zavaleta (eds). Ecosystems of California. University of California Press, Berkeley, CA. 

Merriam, K. E. 2015. Mud Lake Baker Cypress Restoration Project. Decision Memo, Mt. Hough 
Ranger District, Plumas National Forest, Quincy, CA. Signed June 23, 2015. 10pp. 

Meyer, M.D., S.L. Roberts, R. Wills, M. Brooks, and E.M. Winford. 2015. Principles of effective USA 
federal fire management plans. Fire Ecology 11(2): 59–83. 

Meyer, M.D. 2015. Forest fire severity patterns of resource objective wildfires in the southern Sierra 
Nevada. Journal of Forestry 113(1):49-56. 

Mordecai, E.A, N.A. Molinari, K.A. Stahlheber, K. Gross, and C. D’Antonio. 2015. Controls over native 
perennial grass exclusion and persistence in California grasslands invaded by annuals. Ecology. 
96(10): 2643-2652. 

North, M.P., B.M. Collins, H.D. Safford, and N.L. Stephenson. In press. Montane forests. Chapter 27, 
in H.A. Mooney and E. Zavaleta (eds). Ecosystems of California. University of California Press, 
Berkeley, CA.  

Roberts, S.L., D.A. Kelt, J.W. van Wagtendonk, A.K. Miles, and M.D. Meyer. 2015. Effects of fire on 
small mammal communities in frequent-fire forests in California.  Journal of Mammalogy 
96(1):107-119. 

Safford, H.D., J.D. Miller, and B.M. Collins. 2015. Differences in land ownership, fire management 
objectives and source data matter: a reply to Hanson and Odion (2014). International Journal of 
Wildland Fire 24: 286-293. 

Schwartz, M.W., N. Butt, C.R. Dolanc, A. Holguin, M.A. Moritz, M. P. North, H.D. Safford, N. 
Stephenson, J.H. Thorne, and P. van Mantgem. 2015. Increasing elevation of fire in the Sierra 
Nevada and implications for forest change. Ecosphere 6(7): Article 121.   

Spencer, W.D., S.C. Sawyer, H.L. Romsos, W.J. Zielinski, R.A. Sweitzer, C.M. Thompson, K.L. Purcell, 
D.L. Clifford, L. Cline, H.D. Safford, S.A. Britting, and J.M. Tucker. 2015. Southern Sierra Nevada 
fisher conservation assessment. Unpublished report, Conservation Biology Institute. 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprd3832012.pdf  

Steel, Z.L., H.D. Safford, and J.H. Viers. 2015. The fire frequency-severity relationship and the legacy 
of fire suppression in California forests. Ecosphere 6(1): Article 8 

Stephens, S. L., J. M. Lydersen, B. M. Collins, D. L. Fry, and M. D. Meyer. 2015. Historical and current 
landscape-scale ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forest structure in the Southern Sierra 
Nevada. Ecosphere 6(5):79. 

Stevens, J.T., H.D. Safford, S.P. Harrison, and A.M. Latimer. 2015. Forest disturbance accelerates 
thermophilization of understory plant communities. Journal of Ecology 103: 1253-1263. 

http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprd3832012.pdf
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Stevens, J.T., H.D. Safford, M.P. North, P.M. Brown, C.R. Dolanc, S.Z. Dobrowski, D.A. Falk, C.A. 
Farris, J.F. Franklin, J.S. Fried, P.Z. Fulé, A.N. Gray, R.K. Hagmann, E.E. Knapp, J.D. Miller, G.F. 
Smith, T.W. Swetnam, and A.H. Taylor. In press. Average stand age from forest inventoryplots 
does not describe historical fire regimes in ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests of western 
North America. PLoS One.  

Stevens, J. T., H. D. Safford, S. Harrison, and A. M. Latimer. 2015. Wildfire interactions with fuel 
treatments in Sierra Nevada forests: consequences for forest structure and understory plant 
diversity [abstract]. Page 343 in Proceedings of the large wildland fires conference; May 19-23, 
2014; Missoula, MT. USDA Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station, Fort Collins CO. 
Proceedings RMRS-P-73. 

Winford, E.M., J.T. Stevens, and H.D. Safford. 2015. Fuel treatment impacts on the ecology of yellow 
pine and mixed conifer forests: a synthesis. California Agriculture 69(3): 150-156. 

White, A.M., P.N. Manley, G.L. Tarbill, T.W. Richardson, R.E. Russell, H.D. Safford, and S.Z. 
Dobrowski. 2015. Avian community responses to post-fire forest structure: Implications for fire 
management in mixed conifer forests. Animal Conservation. doi:10.1111/acv.12237 

Monitoring Baker cypress regeneration after the Moonlight Fire, Plumas NF
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R5 ECOLOGY PROGRAM MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

LINKS TO USDA & USFS STRATEGIC GOALS AND REGION 5 STRATEGIC 
PRIORITIES 

USDA STRATEGIC PLAN 2010-2015 (http://www.usda.gov) 
2. Ensure our National Forests and Private Working Lands are Conserved, Restored, and

Made More Resilient to Climate Change, While Enhancing Our Water Resources:

Objective 2.1 – Restore and Conserve the Nation’s Forests, Farms, Ranches, and
Grasslands

Objective 2.2 – Lead Efforts to Mitigate and Adapt to Climate Change

Objective 2.3 – Protect and Enhance America’s Water Resources

Objective 2.4 – Reduce Risk from Catastrophic Wildfire and Restore Fire to its
Appropriate Place on the Landscape

USFS STRATEGIC GOALS 2007-2012 
(http://www.fs.fed.us/publications/strategic/fs-sp-fy07-12.pdf) 

1. Restore, Sustain, and Enhance the Nation’s Forests and Grasslands: Forests and
grasslands have the capacity to maintain their health, productivity, diversity, and resistance to 
unnaturally severe disturbance. 

2. Provide and Sustain Benefits to the American People: Forests and grasslands have
sufficient long-term multiple socioeconomic benefits to meet the needs of society. 

3. Conserve Open Space: Maintain the environmental, social, and economic benefits of
forests and grasslands by reducing and mitigating their conversion to other uses. 

4. Sustain and Enhance Outdoor Recreation Opportunities: A variety of high-quality
outdoor recreational opportunities on the Nation’s forests and grasslands are available to the 
public. 

5. Maintain Basic Management Capabilities of the Forest Service: Administrative facilities,
information systems, and landownership management have the capacity to support a wide 
range of natural resource challenges. 

http://www.usda.gov/
http://www.fs.fed.us/publications/strategic/fs-sp-fy07-12.pdf
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6. Engage Urban America with Forest Service Programs: Broader access by Americans to
the long-term environmental, social, economic, and other types of benefits provided by the 
Forest Service. 

7. Provide Science-Based Applications and Tools for Sustainable Natural Resources
Management: Management decisions are informed by the best available science-based 
knowledge and tools. 

USFS PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION (R5) STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 
(http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r5/about-region/?cid=STELPRDB5150117) 

Ecological Restoration: The need for ecological restoration in our national forests is widely 
recognized due to myriad threats to our landscapes including catastrophic wildfire, climate 
change, and increasing human population pressures. The Forest Service recognizes the need for 
a more focused approach that clearly identifies ecological restoration as the primary goal for all 
land management actions. 

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Ecology Program accomplishments are organized under a series of major headings, each of 
which is linked to various USDA, USFS, and Region 5 goals and priorities. These include: 

Climate Change: USDA Strategic Goal 2.2. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 7. R5 Priority 1 

Ecological Restoration: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1-2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 7. R5 Priority 1 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 7. R5 
Priority 1 

Forest Planning/NEPA: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1-2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1-4. 7. R5 Priority 1 

Inventory and Monitoring: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.3, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 5, 7. 
R5 Priority 1 

Other: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1-2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1-3, 5, 7. R5 Priority 1 

Other major headings for accomplishments are also used below. Their links to the USDA, USDA, 
and Region 5 goals and priorities are identified in the text. 

http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r5/about-region/?cid=STELPRDB5150117
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REGIONAL OFFICE (accomplishments of Regional Ecologist and Assistant Regional 

Ecologist are combined) 

Climate Change 
• Members of Regional Climate Change Integration Team (CCIT) 
• Worked with CCIT to update the Region 5 climate change action plan, National Forest 

actions plans, and the PSW Research Station action plan and scorecard guidance, and 
planned climate change related webinars 

• Collaborated with RMRS, PSW, and UC-Davis to begin socio-economic vulnerability 
assessment (SEVA) to climate change for southern California National Forests 

• Member of the California Landscape Conservation Cooperative (CA-LCC) science team – to 
promote science-management partnerships among organizations working towards climate-
smart management strategies 

• Project leader for ecosystem services assessment of Santa Clara River watershed, project 
includes evaluation of potential effects of climate change on services; joint project with 
University of California and Michigan State University  

• Co-Led the Climate Change Vulnerability and Adaptation Project for Southern California 
National Forests -developed Vulnerability Assessments and Adaptation Strategies for Key 
Resources 

• Developed Climate Change Vulnerability and Adaptation Project for Northwestern California 
National Forests, in partnership with EcoAdapt and BLM, and secured project funding 

• Wrote chapter on fire and climate change for new edition of Fire in California’s Ecosystems 
• Continued multi-agency and university collaborative development and revision of 

manuscript for climate change refugia integration into land management 
• Began planning for Climate Change Adaptation and Natural Areas Management conference, 

to be held October 2016 at UC-Davis 
• Acted as reviewer for Rocky Mountain Region Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment 
• Presented on USFS Climate Change Integration work at the Bay Area Conservation Biology 

Symposium 
• Participated in Southwest Climate Science Center planning workshop to incorporate USFS 

needs 
• Gave lecture to Regional Office staff on climate change, fire, and forest management 
• Hired post-doctoral scholar to carry out socioeconomic vulnerability assessment to climate 

change on the California National Forests; joint position with UC-Davis 
• Worked with USFS International Programs staff and UC-Davis partners to organize and 

implement International Climate Change and Natural Resources Management Seminar; 
trained 27 international land and resource managers 
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• Gave four presentations to the public on climate change, wildfire, and forest management 
in California 

Ecological Restoration 
• Gave keynote presentation to Sierra Nevada Summit on forest restoration for agency 

directors and policy makers, Sacramento 
• Participated in Regional seminar on assisted migration and forest management 
• Worked with Tahoe National Forest staff to brainstorm series of Region 5 

seminars/webinars on climate change implications for management 
• Participated in the Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher Working Group and California Fisher 

Working groups 
• Completed review process and submitted to PSW for publication as GTR: Natural Range of 

Variation assessment for yellow pine and mixed conifer forests, Sierra Nevada bioregional 
assessment area 

• Worked with Mendocino Firescape project to provide science support and communication 
• Published paper in Journal of Forestry describing how restoration can be preparation for the 

future 
• Organized and hosted King Fire Research summit to bring potential researchers, research 

ideas, and ID team together for postfire restoration planning  
• Provided support to UC-Berkeley collaborators in Rim Fire salvage logging study 
• Organized and implemented 2nd SoCal Chaparral Symposium: Understanding the Value of 

Chaparral Landscapes 
• Provided support to Historic Range of Variation modeling project in collaboration with Univ. 

of Massachusetts, Yuba River watershed, Tahoe NF 
• Provided periodic consultation to the southern California chaparral restoration initiative 
• Updated and revised Fire Return Interval Departure (FRID) mapping for California 
• Provided support to Historical Range of Variation (HRV) modeling project, Yuba River 

watershed, Tahoe NF  
• Coordinated with district and Forest staff to plan for future prescribed fire in Beaver Creek 

Pinery, Lassen NF 
• Coordinated with district and Forest staff to plan for resumption of prescribed burning in 

Indiana Summit Research Natural Area, Inyo NF 
• Carried out study evaluating accuracy of General Land Office survey witness tree protocol in 

and around Yosemite NP 
• Provided reviews and comments regarding restoration activities and potentials for various 

Forest projects 
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Vegetation, Fire and Fuels (see previous two sections as well) 
• Published paper in California Agriculture reviewing the ecological effects of forest fuel

treatments
• Acted as director for Sierra Nevada region of the California Fire Science Consortium (CFSC)
• Gave three radio interviews, one TV interview, and two newspaper interviews on fire and

fuels subjects
• Co-organized 2-day Sierra Nevada aspen management workshop on Lake Tahoe Basin MU
• Facilitated and helped to carry out pre-treatment monitoring at Sagehen Experimental

Station, Tahoe NF
• Organized FERAL (Forest Ecology Random Lecture) series at UC-Davis
• Carried out second year of forest and fuels monitoring in planned salvage harvest areas in

the Rim Fire in collaboration with PSW and UC-Berkeley
• Helped in field sampling of pre- and post-treatment forest fuels and structure on Laguna

Mtn, Cleveland NF
• Carried out eighth year postfire monitoring of forest and fuels conditions in Angora Fire,

LTBMU, in collaboration with UC-Davis
• Completed study of postfire reforestation practices and their impacts on plant diversity in

fires of different ages in the S. Fork American River Canyon, collaboration with UC-Davis
• Helped to organize and co-led field trips for fire and resource managers to the King Fire

(Eldorado and Tahoe NFs), Laguna Mountain (Cleveland NF), and Long Fire (Eldorado NF)
• Participated in prescribed fire and fire use field trip for carbon and air resources managers

to Eldorado NF
• Served on science advisory board, Center for Fire Research and Outreach, UC-Berkeley
• Led one-week field trip for California Fire Science Consortium to Baja California conifer

forest sites, 25 people participated
• Supervised Region 5/UC-Davis costshare fire ecologist
• Co-supervised technical lead for Sierra Nevada section of California Fire Science Consortium
• Delivered final Freds Fire postfire vegetation and fuels inventory report, Eldorado NF
• Gave multiple lectures and interviews to public audiences and the media on fire ecology

and land management
• Served as national USFS liaison to Natural Areas Association
• Participated in Northern California and Southern Sierra Prescribed Fire Councils annual

meeting
• Provided support to Forest Salvage projects on Lassen, Eldorado, and Sierra National Forests

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Helped planning team develop alternatives and integrate wildlife conservation guidelines

into appropriate alternative,
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• Completed Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher Conservation Assessment
• Helped develop ecological indicators, thresholds, criteria, and effects analysis for planning

alternatives
• Provided input to planning effort for Northwest Forest Plan science synthesis
• Aided in review and rollout of California Spotted Owl Interim Recommendations (IRs) and

coordinated recommendations with plan revision
• Developed wildlife-related plan components
• Helped lead DEIS chapter development for wildlife
• Member of ‘Integration Team’ to develop Plan strategy for integrating fire, vegetation, and

wildlife needs
• Guided Southern California National Forests in focal species understanding and selection for

transition monitoring programs
• Worked with colleagues in other regions and at the Washington office to develop draft

National Guidance on Ecological Assessments and Focal Species for Forest Plan Revision
under the 2012 Planning Rule

• Coordinated Peer Review of the CSO Conservation Assessment
• Convened science, management, and support teams to begin development of the California

Spotted Owl Conservation Strategy
• Completed Regional Black-Backed woodpecker analysis of habitat creation and removal
• Provided periodic reviews of Forest plan documents for Regional Office and National

Forests
• Reviewed and provided support to responses to public comments, appeals and objections

for multiple projects across R5
• Part of working group to develop State Wildlife Action Plan Sector Companion Plans

(Forests and Rangeland sector)

Inventory and Monitoring (excluding veg-fire-fuels I&M, see above) 
• Helped coordinate MIS monitoring partners (Institute for Bird Populations and Point Blue

Conservation Science)

Research Natural Areas – USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 
3, 7. R5 Priority 1. 
• Manager, Regional Research Natural Areas Program
• Reviewed multiple proposals for scientific research and management actions in Region 5

RNAs
• Worked with National Forest staff to develop proposals for implementing prescribed fire in

two RNAs, on the Lassen and Inyo NFs
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Ecological Unit Inventory – USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.2. USFS Strategic Goals 
1, 2, 5, 7. R5 Priority 1 
• Participated in national conference calls relating to the need for repairing and updating the

national TEUI database

Aspen Delineation Project – USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 
1-3, 5, 7. R5 Priority 1 
• Helped to plan and implement two-day aspen management workshop at Lake Tahoe

Other 
• Published thirteen peer-reviewed scientific papers and book chapters in field of vegetation

and fire ecology
• Served as major professor for two UC-Davis students, and served on thesis committees for

four other graduate students at three universities
• Gave lectures to multiple undergraduate and graduate ecology, conservation, and resource

management courses at the University of California-Davis
• Reviewed manuscripts for Biological Conservation, Journal of Applied Ecology
• Managed 24 Cost-Share agreements, entered into four new Cost-share agreements, and

modified fourteen existing agreements
• Led program at UC Berkeley Bears Environmental Leadership Program on Natural Resource

and Protected Area Management
• International missions and support:

o Carried out grazing and meadow management workshop and field work in Sierra de la
Laguna Biosphere Reserve, Mexico

o Attended 2015 Mediterranean Forest Week and SilvaMed meetings, and gave invited lecture at
University of Barcelona, Spain

o Participated in USFS delegation’s visit (5-2014) to Turkey to explore opportunities to enhance
collaboration with Turkish Forest Service under the USFS-OGM MOU signed in December, 2014

o Provided input to climate change monitoring program development in Brazilian National
Parks in the Atlantic Forest

o Hosted Turkish vegetation and fire scientist for two week professional visit, 11-2015
o Attended and presented at MEDECOS XIII (International Mediterranean Ecosystems Conference)

in Olmué, Chile, 10-2014
o Visited National Parks in northern Baja California, Mexico, with group of US fire and

forest scientists, 6-2014
o Republic of Congo Bateke Plateau project: developed a monitoring framework to

examine fire and forest growth in the Bateke Plateau for potential Carbon/REDD+
projects; trained Congolese students in monitoring protocols

o Supported Haiti USAID environmental compliance training
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REP/CALIFORNIA FIRE SCIENCE CONSORTIUM COST SHARE 

Climate Change 
• Member of organizing committee for 2016 Climate Change Adaptation and Natural Areas

Management conference

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 
• Coordinated program of work for Sierra Nevada section of California Fire Science

Consortium
• Wrote and oversaw completion of eight science briefs on important publications in fire and

vegetation ecology and management
• Organized two field trips and two webinars for resource and fire managers in the Sierra

Nevada
• Managed the CFSC Sierra Nevada section website
• Hosted conference calls for CFSC Sierra Nevada section steering committee
• Gave presentation on Sierra Nevada section to CFSC statewide executive committee
• Presented on CFSC to California Fuels Committee
• Participated in California-wide CFSC planning and annual review meetings
• Wrote chapter on fire and climate change for new edition of Fire in California’s Ecosystems
• Hosted two speakers as a part of the FERAL lecture series at UC-Davis

Inventory and Monitoring 
• Led and coordinated study examining forest stand structure in Yosemite and Sierra San

Pedro Mártir (Baja California) National Parks, this included fieldwork trips and in-person
meetings with co-authors

REP/UC-DAVIS ECOLOGY COST SHARE (50% position)

Climate Change 
• Member of organizing committee for 2016 Climate Change Adaptation and Natural Areas

Management conference

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 
• Began study of relationship between bark beetle mortality in California and subsequent fire

severity
• Worked with Regional Ecologist to identify Giant Sequoia plantations for inventory of plant

and animal diversity effects of assisted migration
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Inventory and Monitoring 
• Carried out database management for LTBMU meadow monitoring project, performed

preliminary analyses
• Provided field and botanical ID support to Lassen National Park meadow monitoring project
• Provided field and botanical ID support to Angora Fire postfire monitoring, LTBMU

Other 
• Hired and managed Ecology Program field crews and field crew budgets

Field safety training for Ecology Program field crews 

Ecology Program meeting at postfire restoration 
workshop, Yosemite National Park 

Field workshop for carbon and air resource managers 

California Fire Science Consortium field trip to Baja 
California National Parks 
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PROVINCE ECOLOGY PROGRAMS 

CENTRAL SIERRA PROVINCE   

Provincewide 

Climate Change: 

• Worked with collaborators to develop climate products (Bioclimatic Envelope Models,
Climatic Water Deficit Models) for use in post-fire restoration work

• Initiated collaboration with the Southwest Climate Science Center climate extreme project
to incorporate climate extremes into upcoming forest plan revisions. This project will assist
in the planning rule specific requirements for addressing climate change in each phase of
planning.

• Submitted CA LCC proposal, “Leveraging landscape-scale retrospective and near real-time
data to enhance understanding of meadow ecosystem responses to climate and
management activities in the Sierra Nevada Ecoregion”, which was identified as first
alternate for funding

• Participated in a workshop on “How vegetation structure influences habitat conditions and
water availability” at DRI

• Reviewed Southern California subalpine vulnerability assessment

Ecological Restoration: 
• Provided province wide guidance on implementation of ecological restoration projects

(Caples Watershed Restoration Project, Yuba River Restoration Project, Foster Firs
Restoration Project)

• Co-hosted Aspen Ecology and Restoration Management in California Workshop with the
California Fire Science Consortium, October 2014

• Natural Range of Variability of Aspen Presentation at Aspen Ecology Workshop, October
2014 

• Northern/Southern Prescribed Fire Council Meeting, December 2014
• Provided guidance to the Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (ACCG)  Cornerstone CFLRP

project
• Coordinated with ecology staff to plan post fire restoration strategy workshop to be held

October 2015
• Coordinated with ecology staff to plan Red Fir workshop to be held December 2015
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Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 
• Completed publication briefs for the California Fire Science Consortium summarizing

pertinent research in fire ecology for managers
• Participated on the California Fire Science Consortium (CFSC) steering committee
• Participated on the steering committee for the Southern Sierra Prescribed Fire Council
• Assisted/Collaborated on Rim and King Fire Research Work with UC Berkeley
• Provided input to radio and newspaper articles on the Rim/King Fire post-fire ecological

effects
• Rim/King Fire Fuel Treatment Effectiveness Field Trip with staff from the Washington Office
• Co-organized the Forest Ecology session at the Tahoe Science Conference, September 2015
• Presented on Landscape design: How historic fire, current forest conditions, and future

forest resilience shapes forest management at the Tahoe Science Conference, September
2015 

Forest Planning/NEPA: 
• Worked with R5 Remote Sensing Lab to coordinate LiDAR acquisition efforts to prepare for

forest planning throughout the province
• Provided assistance on preparation of NEPA documents and response to comments on

several forest projects (e.g. Biggie, King, Rim, Restoration of fire adapted ecosystems)
• Participated in Post Fire Salvage Symposium, October 2014

Inventory and Monitoring: 
• Worked with the Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (ACCG) to develop a monitoring

strategy (development/refinement of questions, monitoring templates, and methodology)
with collaborators.

• Collaborated with other province ecologists to develop and implement a project
documenting the Natural Range of Variability for Red Fir to provide information on multiple
red fir projects throughout the Province

• Coordinated and supervised a four person crew that provided monitoring assistance to the
Stanislaus, Eldorado, Tahoe and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit as well as serving
the greater needs of the province and region

• Collaborated with Nicholas Dove, UC Merced student to facilitate work on Long-term
mycorrhizal responses to wildfire in the South Fork of the American River

• Established meadow monitoring plots at Lassen National Park, Yosemite National Park, and
Sequoia-Kings National Parks to use as reference conditions for planning

• Submitted manuscript, “Plant functional types in relation to disturbance and hydrologic
gradients in mountain meadows, California, USA” to the journal Ecosphere for review
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Other Activities  
• Generated additional program funding through external and internal partnerships 
• Attended 2015 annual Ecology group meeting in Meyers, CA 
• Worked with collaborators to implement agreements 
• Collaborated with regional Visual Design + Publishing Specialist to finalize California 

Bryophytes brochure 

Eldorado National Forest 

Climate Change:  
• Assisted climate Change Coordinator on completion of the annual scorecard  

Ecological Restoration:  
• Participated in ongoing discussions on prioritizing areas for managed wildfires and 

ecological reasons for these designations 
• Worked with R5 Geospatial Services and the Remote Sensing Lab to utilize historic aerial 

photos to develop desired future conditions for ecological projects 
• Assisted on organizing field trips to discuss the Caples Creek ecological restoration project 

with collaborators 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels:  
• Participated on the Fuel Treatment Effectiveness Team (FTEM) and evaluated treatments 

within the King Fire Phase 1 to meet National Reporting Requirements 
• Put together a preliminary of the FTEM within the King Fire 
• Assisted with the California Fire Science Consortium King Fire Field Tour 
• King Fire Public Presentations (California Native Plant Society, Amador Fire Safe Council) 
• Co-organized the King Fire Research Summit to discuss pertinent research efforts and how 

they could benefit planning 

Forest Planning/NEPA:  
• Participated on the King Fire Restoration project Interdisciplinary Team 

o Co-developed a Fire Management Strategy 
o Co-developed a Vegetation Resilient Strategy 
o Completed an Ecological Analysis Report of the King Fire 
o Worked with the Research Natural Area committee to develop appropriate plans for the 

King Fire Restoration 
o Co-developed snag retention guidelines and collaborated with Point Blue to implement  
o Provided aquatic guidance on treatment distance, coarse woody debris, and standing 

dead wood in riparian zones 
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o Responded to ecological comments   
o Assisted with reforestation planning 

• Worked with Amador district and ACCG on designing purpose and need and alternatives 
within the Power fire reforestation proposal 

• Developed an Ecological Framework for the Power Fire 
• Collaborated with Amador district and PSW to develop monitoring projects for the Power 

Fire 
• Provided assistance in project planning and participated in field trips discussing the Caples 

Creek priority watershed project 

Inventory and Monitoring:  
• Assisted in planning the Caples Creek priority watershed project monitoring 

o Completed installing and sampling a monitoring grid  
o Completed report detailing the departure of the watershed from the natural range of 

variability  and provided management recommendations 
• Completed post-fire monitoring in the Peavine RNA prior to the planned prescribed fires 

and updated the monitoring plan 
• Completed post-fire vegetation and avian monitoring in collaboration with UC Davis and 

Point Blue in the Power and Freds fires  

Stanislaus National Forest 

Climate Change:  
• Participated in Rim Fire Field Tour for the International Climate Change and Resource 

Meeting Seminar with USFS-International Programs and UC-Davis 

Ecological Restoration:  
• Attended the Rim Reforestation Collaboration meetings  
• Collaborated with the ACCG on red fir management/guidance for the Hemlock Landscape 

Restoration project  

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels:  
• Produced the final report of the Fuel Treatment Effectiveness for the Rim Fire 

Forest Planning/NEPA:  
• Provided ongoing assistance to Rim fire Recovery/Reforestation NEPA planning 

Inventory and Monitoring:  
• Provided support to UC Berkeley collaborators in development of a monitoring network in 

the Rim Fire 
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Tahoe National Forest 

Climate Change:  
• Developed scenario planning for future climate changes and effects on vegetation 

Ecological Restoration:  
• Participated in ongoing discussions on the importance and objectives of forest wide remote 

sensing acquisition 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels:  
• Continued Historic Range of Variability work with the Yuba River District within the North 

Yuba River watershed (Pendola fire) in collaboration with University of Massachusetts. 
• Worked with TNF to develop fuel treatment parameterization 
• Organized and participated in a field trip with collaborators to discuss initial model outputs 

from HRV project 

Forest Planning/NEPA:  
• Provided input on response to comments for post fire recovery and forest restoration 

projects 

Inventory and Monitoring:  
• Coordination with R5 Remote sensing lab on monitoring protocol for LiDAR acquisition 
• Collected data supporting the LiDAR ground validation with a two person field crew  
• Collaborated with UC Berkeley and the Pacific Southwest Research Station to collect pre-

treatment vegetation data at Sagehen Experimental Forest 

Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit 

Climate Change:  
• Completed FY15 Climate change scorecard 
• Participated in the International programs Climate Change field trip with USFS-International 

Programs and UC-Davis, May 2015 
• Presentation and field trip for India Delegation on climate change, September 2015 
• Participated in Climate change workshop – The role of the Lahontan water board in 

adapting to climate change, January 2015 

Ecological Restoration:  
• Provided monitoring guidance/oversight for monitoring of the Upper Truckee River Mussel 

Relocation Study 
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• Completed draft mussel study monitoring assessment that provided guidance for relocation
of approximately 7,000 mussels. Collaborated with landowners in the LTB to provide sites
for relocation of mussels

• Presented poster on preliminary data on mussel relocation at the Tahoe Science Conference

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 
• Provided monitoring guidance and review for the 2014 Timber Waiver
• Reviewed Tahoe Regional Planning Agencies stream environment zone (SEZ) definition and

classification for the LTB

Forest Planning/NEPA: 
• Completed draft EA and decision notice for Restoration of Fire Adapted Ecosystems –

Meadow Restoration to be signed by December 2015.
• Provided monitoring feedback to Fredricks Meadow grazing permit

Inventory and Monitoring: 
• Managed ecosystems monitoring program (budget, planning, reporting)
• Completed closing paperwork for SNPLMA monitoring project
• Provided review and edits to the monitoring white papers
• Drafted stream temperature monitoring plan, to be completed Q1 of FY16
• Completed monitoring protocol and the associated monitoring for the Effects of Fuel

Reduction Treatments on Spotted Owl Protected Activity Centers (PACs)
• Completed Blackwood Creek Restoration Project 2011 and 2013 Vegetation Monitoring

Report

Other: 
• Collaborated with the Washoe Tribe of NV and CA to completed annual operational needs

for the Washoe Tending and Gathering Garden
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Planning for post-King Fire monitoring, Peavine Point 

Research Natural Area, Eldorado NF 

 
Pre-treatment inventory, Sagehen Collaborative 

Project, Tahoe NF 

 
Yet another Rim Fire field trip, Stanislaus NF    

 

Pearlshell mussel relocation study, Lake Tahoe Basin 
Mgt Unit 
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NORTHERN PROVINCE 

Provincewide 

Climate Change  
• Began updating and revising the Climate Change Trend Summaries for each of the four 

Northern Province Forests 

Ecological Restoration 
• Expanded engagement with Humboldt State University professors and students in the areas 

of ecological restoration, climate change, and fire management 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Maintained fireline red card qualifications as Ecologist, Resource Advisor (READ), and 

Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER)  
• Advisory committee member for the Northern California section of the California Fire 

Science Delivery Network  
• Member of the Northern Province Strategic Fire Planning Group  
• Completed a WFDSS refresher training 
• Ongoing collaboration and province point-of-contact for Port Orford Cedar issues and root 

disease with PNW in R6  
• Began modeling of dry/moist forest boundary for R5 Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) Survey 

and Manage 
• Collaborated with UC Extension on investigating the source of new occurrences of sudden 

oak death (SOD) in Humboldt County  
• Coordinator for Research Natural Areas (RNAs) in the Klamath, Mendocino, Shasta-Trinity, 

and Six Rivers National Forests  
• Met with researchers from Humboldt State University, PSW-Redwood Sciences Laboratory, 

and PSW-Redding Silviculture Laboratory to facilitate ongoing collaborations  
• Continued participation with graduate students, tribal members, professors, agency 

employees, and community members interested in research in the Klamath Mountains – 
Karuk Collaborative  

• Planning for post-fire restoration workshop in Yosemite in October 
• Wrote two book chapters on fire ecology to be published in an edited volume by the 

University of Utah Press 
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Forest Planning/NEPA  
• Collaborated with R5 Remote Sensing Lab to continue implementation of local updates and 

corrections to existing vegetation mapping and the creation of new EVEG layers for the 
Northern Province forests 

• Continued collaboration with the R5 Remote Sensing Lab to create and ground truth a seral 
stage geospatial interface (GI) tool for the Northwest Forest Plan forests  

• Continued working with Northwest Forest Plan forest wildlife biologists and the R5 Remote 
Sensing Lab to create revised NSO and other threatened and endangered (T&E) species 
habitat crosswalks within the R5 existing vegetation GIS layer  

• Participated in R5-wide conference calls on whitebark pine and red fir ecology and 
management issues  

Inventory and Monitoring  
• Supervised summer field crew of Humboldt State University students 
• Ongoing compilation and organization of data from previous Province Ecologists – 

supervising a volunteer student from Humboldt State University to scan ecology plot cards 
for upload into a database 

Other 
• Adjunct Professor in the Department of Forestry and Wildland Resources at Humboldt State 

University 
• Served on thesis and guidance committees for three MS students at Humboldt State 

University  
• Reviewed scientific manuscripts for: 

o Ecological Applications 
o Ecosphere 
o Energy for Sustainable Development 
o Forest Ecology and Management 
o International Journal of Wildland Fire 

• Attended and presented program goals and accomplishments at the Regional Ecology 
Program Annual Meeting in February 2015 

• Completed five online advanced statistical training workshops in R 
• Executed a Cost-Share Agreement with Humboldt State University to provide collaborative 

ecological field data collection and monitoring support to the Klamath, Mendocino, Shasta-
Trinity, and Six Rivers National Forests  

• Participated in the Forest Service Middle Leader Program 
• Participated in hiring panel for Southern California Province Ecologist 
• Started hiring process for Northern Province Assistant Ecologist position 
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Six Rivers National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Provided project-level support on climate change questions
• Provided input for the climate change scorecard
• Presented to the SRF FLT on the Climate Change Trend Summary and the Climate Change

Vulnerability Assessment

Ecological Restoration 
• Ongoing support to the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership (WKRP) for meetings,

field visits, monitoring, modeling, LiDAR, and science core team participation
• Ongoing support to Sims Fire Restoration Strategy ID team for the Six Rivers and Shasta-

Trinity National Forests
• Assisted with LiDAR data processing and coordination with RSL for the Sims Fire restoration

planning effort

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 
• Provided support and field plot data to the R5 Remote Sensing Lab for the update of the Six

Rivers existing vegetation layer
• Worked with the R5 Remote Sensing Lab to ensure the inclusion of Ukonom Ranger District

in Six Rivers data deliverables
• Worked with Six Rivers wildlife biologists and program manager to build wildlife queries for

new existing vegetation layer
• Procured and installed high-end desktop computer for LiDAR data and advanced GIS

modeling for use by all staff
• Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights
• Provided assistance to the READs and BAER teams for the 2015 Six Rivers fires
• Provided support to SRF Fire and Natural Resources staffs

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Facilitator for Northwest Forest Plan listening session in Redding
• Presented to the SRF FLT on the status of the Northwest Forest Plan Science Synthesis,

dry/moist forest boundary line, and natural range of variation assessments
• Organized a presentation on LiDAR technology and its potential uses in Forest planning and

management for Six Rivers Forest specialists and program managers
• Facilitated with LiDAR acquisitions for the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership
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Inventory and Monitoring 
• Provided input for year-end WFRP monitoring report for Northern Province Ecology

Program budget in WFHF

Other 
• Met with Six Rivers NF Line Officers to facilitate future coordination and build FY 2015

program of work
• Participated in Six Rivers program of work and workforce planning meetings
• Mentor to a new Six Rivers employee

Klamath National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Provided project-level support on climate change questions
• Provided input for the climate change scorecard

Ecological Restoration 
• Ongoing support to the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership (WKRP) for meetings,

field visits, monitoring, modeling, LiDAR, and science core team participation
• Provided support to KNF agreement with HSU and PSW to visually model ecological

restoration on a watershed scale
• Provided support and review for the Sugar Creek Research Natural Area management

strategy

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 
• Submitted manuscript for review to Fremontia (in press, Jan 2016):

o DeSiervo, M.H., E.S. Jules, M.E. Kauffmann, D.S. Bost, and R.J. Butz. Revisiting John
Sawyer and Dale Thornburgh’s 1969 vegetation plots in the Russian Wilderness: a legacy
continued

• Submitted manuscript for review to the American Journal of Botany:
o Jules, E.S., M.H. DeSiervo, D.S. Bost, E.L. Stigter, and R.J. Butz. Using the 1969 Sawyer-

Thornburgh plots to evaluate changes in forest composition and structure in northern
California

• Facilitated discussions and executed an agreement between Penn State University, PSW
Redding, the Klamath National Forest, and the Shasta-Trinity National Forest to conduct
modeling of spatial controls on fire severity in the Klamath Mountains

• Provided support for the Westside Fire Recovery project
• Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights
• Participated in Westside Fire Recovery public meeting held in Eureka
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• Provided support to KNF Fire and Natural Resources staffs 

Forest Planning/NEPA  
• Assisted KNF with LiDAR acquisition for the Elk Creek watershed on the Happy Camp Ranger 

District 

Inventory and Monitoring  
• Provided ecological monitoring section for the FY 2015 Monitoring and Evaluation Report 
• Provided funding and support to Humboldt State University and the Forest to resample 

Sawyer and Thornburgh ecology plots in Sugar Creek Research Natural Area and Duck Lakes 
Botanical Area from the 1960s  

Other 
• Met with Klamath NF staff to build FY 2015 program of work 
• Coordinated with KNF staff regarding transfer of Province Ecologist equipment, data, and 

materials from Happy Camp Ranger District to the SRF 

Mendocino National Forest 
Climate Change  
• Provided project-level support on climate change questions 
• Provided input for the climate change scorecard 
• Presented to the FireScape group on climate change 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Participated in FireScape collaborative meetings in Elk Creek and Covelo 
• Participated in the FireScape large-scale vegetation subgroup field exercise in Upper Lake 
• Provided support and field plot data to the R5 Remote Sensing Lab for the update of the 

Mendocino existing vegetation layer 
• Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights 

 

Inventory and Monitoring  
• Established a plan for knobcone pine monitoring on the forest with the MNF Fire Ecologist, 

Rick Mowery 

Other 
• Met with Mendocino NF natural resources and fire and fuels staffs to facilitate future 

coordination and build FY 2015 program of work 
• Provided support to MNF Fire Ecologist and Natural Resources staff 
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Shasta-Trinity National Forest 

Climate Change  
• Provided project-level support on climate change questions 
• Provided input for the climate change scorecard 

Ecological Restoration  
• Ongoing support to Sims Fire Restoration Strategy ID team for the Six Rivers and Shasta-

Trinity National Forests 
• Assisted with LiDAR data processing and coordination with RSL for the Sims Fire restoration 

planning effort 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Facilitated discussions and executed an agreement between Penn State University, PSW 

Redding, the Klamath National Forest, and the Shasta-Trinity National Forest to conduct 
modeling of spatial controls on fire severity in the Klamath Mountains 

• Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights 
• Provided support and field plot data to the R5 Remote Sensing Lab for the update of the 

Shasta-Trinity existing vegetation layer 

Inventory and Monitoring  
• Analyzed data and drafted a manuscript for publication on the past three years of data 

collection on eight Neviusia (Shasta snow wreath) populations around Shasta Lake 

Other 
• Met with Shasta-Trinity NF Natural Resources Staff Officer to build FY 2015 program of work 
• Provided support to SHF Fire and Natural Resources staffs 

International  
• Tanzania – provided GIS, land management planning, and ecology support to the Tuungane 

Project, a consortium of The Nature Conservancy, Pathfinder International, and the 
Frankfurt Zoological Society, that is focused on village land tenure, management planning, 
and forest conservation (August 2015) 
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SIERRA CASCADE PROVINCE 

Provincewide 

Ecological Restoration 
• Collaborated with researchers and staff from the Pacific Southwest Region (PSW) research 

station, Lassen National Forest (LNF), and Plumas National Forest (PNF) to develop a long-
term experiment to test if different reforestation approaches can promote the 
development of fire resilient, heterogeneous forests after the Moonlight and Eiler fires. 

• Organized the Fire Restoration Data Sharing Workshop, in Quincy, California (April 1, 2015), 
including six presenters and 34 attendees. Presented information describing the use of Light 
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data in post-fire restoration: Coppoletta, M. 2015. Short 
introduction to LiDAR: What is it? What data do we currently have? How are we using LiDAR 
digital elevation models (DEMs) to design and analyze fire restoration projects?  

• Worked with the Regional Ecology Program to organize a post-fire restoration workshop, 
including resource specialists and research scientists from a wide range of disciplines, 
including soils, wildlife, silviculture, and fire ecology (held October 2015).  

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Completed manuscript investigating factors that influence reburn severity in five 

overlapping fires (2000 Storrie, 2008 Rich, 2008 BTU, 2010 Bar, and 2012 Chips fires). 
Currently in press in Ecological Applications. Also presented results at the Forest Watershed 
Symposium in Susanville, California (March 12, 2015): Coppoletta, M., Merriam, K., and B. 
Collins 2015. Influence of post-fire vegetation and fuels on fire severity patterns in reburns: 
implications for restoration. 
http://celassen.ucanr.edu/2015_Forest_Management_and_Watershed_Science_Symposiu
m/ 

• Participated in the California Fire Science Consortium (CFSC), a network of scientists and 
managers funded by the Joint Fire Science Program (JFSP) to synthesize local fire science 
and encourage collaboration between fire researchers, land managers, and stakeholders. 
Prepared a research brief, For many Califonia forest ecosystems, fuels matter, available on 
the CFSC’s website. 

Inventory and Monitoring 
• Hired and supervised a crew responsible for installing LiDAR verification plots in the 

Moonlight Fire on the PNF and LNF in collaboration with the PSW Research Station. Data 
from these plots will be used to derive metrics (e.g. canopy cover, basal area, tree density) 
that will be used in restoration planning and monitoring efforts.  
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• Evaluated forest health and stand conditions in red fir forests with active fire regimes as 
part of region-wide effort to develop reference conditions for this important vegetation 
type. 

• Participated in a UC Davis Extension range use monitoring methods training workshop 
hosted by the LNF (June 17, 2015).  

Other 
• Served as a member of the regional Research Natural Areas (RNA) committee. Reviewed 

and approved research permits for RNAs across the region. Attended a 2-day RNA 
committee meeting in Davis. 

• Attended the Aspen Ecology and Restoration Management in California workshop hosted by 
the CFSC and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit.  

Lassen National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Entered and analyzed data characterizing vegetation composition, forest structure, and 

fuels as part of a collaborative project investigating the effects of different silviculture 
prescriptions on snow melt dynamics on the LNF. 

Ecological Restoration 
• Collaborated with PSW to obtain a $164,000 JFSP grant to investigate vegetation succession 

and identify potential restoration actions for old-growth ponderosa pine forests (pineries) 
on the LNF. Attended field trip with district and forest interdisciplinary team (IDT) to discuss 
restoration options and approaches (October 2015). 

• Served as the monitoring coordinator for the Burney Hat Creek Collaborative Forest 
Landscape Restoration Project (CFLRP) on the LNF; this included:  
o Coordinating the multiparty monitoring working group;  
o Completing the annual CLFRP monitoring report; 
o Attending local and regional (i.e. Sierra Cascades All Lands Enhancement) collaborative 

meetings; and 
o Hiring, training, and supervision of a five person CFLR monitoring field crew.   

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Worked with the silviculturist to develop landscape-scale restoration objectives and 

treatments for the Plum Project. 
• Worked with the Pacific Northwest Research Station on a project investigating the 

effectiveness of fuel treatments after the Bald Fire.   
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• In collaboration with the Forest Health Protection (FHP), collected tree cores from large 
trees (>24” dbh) to assess the impact of different thinning prescriptions on large tree 
growth and release. 

Forest Planning/NEPA  
• Developed a proposal and received $105,980 in funding for LiDAR acquisition for the CFLRP 

area encompassing 97,650 acres.  

Inventory and Monitoring 
• Presented results of study, Livestock use has positive, negative and neutral effects on 

Orcuttia tenuis (slender Orcutt grass) in northeastern California vernal pools to range 
conservation, botany, and other interested resource staff at the LNF Supervisor’s Office in 
Susanville, California (April 14, 2015): Merriam, K.E.  2015. The effect of grazing on the 
federally threatened slender Orcutt grass in northeastern California vernal pools.  

• Coordinated the following monitoring projects as part of the CFLRP:  
o Installed 30 LiDAR  verification plots in collaboration with the PSW Research Station;  
o Conducted an inventory and assessment of aspen stands to identify potential 

restoration opportunities;  
o Installed permanent monitoring plots and collected pre-treatment data to assess the 

effectiveness of juniper removal in restoring meadow and sagebrush vegetation;  
o Established permanent monitoring plots within the Eiler Fire to identify factors that 

influence post-fire regeneration of Baker cypress and determine how post-fire 
conditions, such as shrub and canopy cover, influence Baker cypress seedling survival 
over the long-term; and 

o Re-read permanent plots in the Burney Springs Meadow Complex (established in 2012) 
to determine the effect of the 2014 Eiler Fire (and related suppression efforts) on plant 
community composition, cover, and structure.  

Modoc National Forest 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Contributed to revisions of the Northeastern Plateaus chapter of the Fire in California’s 

Ecosystems book, addressing fire regimes and effects in the Modoc Plateau and 
Northeastern Basin and Range Ecoregions, including the Modoc National Forest (MDF) and 
portions of the LNF.   

• Revised book chapter describing the distribution and status of vegetation types across the 
Modoc Plateau for a California Native Plant Society and California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife book about the vegetation of California, due for publication in December, 2015. 
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Inventory and Monitoring 
• Submitted revised manuscript, Livestock use has positive, negative and neutral effects on 

Orcuttia tenuis (slender Orcutt grass) in northeastern California vernal pools to the journal 
Rangeland Ecology and Management for review.   

• Conducted long term status and trend monitoring of federally listed vernal pool grass 
species Orcuttia tenuis and Tuctoria greeenei in coordination with MDF botanists as part of 
an agreement with the US Fish and Wildlife Service.  

Plumas National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Served on the PNF climate change team. Finalized the FY15 PNF Climate Change Action 

Plan.  

Ecological Restoration 
• Worked closely with an Enterprise team to finalize survey units, project costs, treatment 

units, and prescriptions for restoration of serpentine habitats (in 2000 Storrie and 2008 Rich 
fires) and meadow and aspen stands (in the 2007 Moonlight Fire). 

• Developed a cooperative agreement with Dr. David Cooper and Colorado State University to 
identify, prioritize and develop restoration plans for fen wetland ecosystems as part of the 
Storrie and Rich Fire Restoration Strategy and the Moonlight Fire Restoration Strategy.  

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Worked with the Audubon Society, Feather River Land Trust, Maidu Consortium, and the 

public to develop a fire management plan for private and public lands in Plumas County. 
• Collaborated with PSW researchers and PNF staff to identify historic reference conditions 

from 1940s photos taken within the Moonlight Fire. 

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Completed project design and NEPA analysis for a 285-acre fuel treatment project to 

protect young Baker cypress from subsequent fires before they mature. Obligated $235,000 
to tribal partners Mooretown Rancheria for project implementation.  

• Designed site-specific restoration treatments for aspen communities in the Moonlight Fire, 
including:  
o Visiting aspen stands throughout the fire area to evaluate shading, browsing, apical 

dominance, and fuels concerns; 
o Identifying new aspen stands for inclusion in restoration efforts;  
o Working closely with the IDT to develop GIS treatment data layers; and  
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o Contributing to the Proposed Action and Purpose and Need for the Environmental 
Assessment;  

• Conducted condition assessments of meadow and fen ecosystems, including measuring 
livestock utilization, to contribute to development of Proposed Action for Range NEPA.  

Inventory and Monitoring 
• Continued monitoring post-fire survival and growth of Baker cypress at the Mud Lake RNA.   
• Collected 7th year of data for experiment designed to evaluate the effects of competition 

and overstory canopy cover on growth and survival of Baker cypress. 
• Established pre-treatment plots to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed fuel treatments 

at the Mud Lake RNA.  
• Monitored baseline conditions (i.e. pre-treatment) in serpentine habitats where thinning 

and prescribed fire restoration treatments are planned. 
• Continued implementation of the Rich Fire Restoration Astragalus webberi Habitat 

Enhancement Project, including: 
o Coordinating with Chester and Greenville High School (HS) teachers and students to 

scarify, plant, grow, and monitor A. webberi seedlings in the greenhouse; plant seedlings 
in the field (10/24 and 10/30); and monitor survival of planted seedlings (5/6 and 5/20); 

o Monitoring A. webberi germination and survival in field-planted seed plots; and  
o Mentoring a Quincy HS student that will complete a senior project investigating the 

effect of shading and variable watering on A. webberi survival and growth. 
• Installed long-term aspen density monitoring transects to evaluate the effects of different 

treatments: cutting aspen to stimulate regeneration, conifer removal, grapple piling, and 
browsing.  

• Established long-term monitoring plots to evaluate the impacts of leaf blight and four years 
of drought on aspen survival in collaboration with FHP.  

• Conducted pre-treatment monitoring in spotted owl protected activity centers to evaluate 
the effect of thinning and prescribed burning on key habitat characteristics.  

• Conducted 8th year of monitoring focused on the long-term ecological response of fen 
vegetation to livestock exclusion. Presented results at the Tahoe Science Symposium in 
Reno, Nevada (September 21, 2015): Markwith, S. H., Merriam, K., and Coppoletta, M. On 
the Fens: Monitoring the effects of livestock use in northern Sierra Nevada fens. 

Other 
• Hired and supervised a three person field crew.  
• Organized a Wilderness First Aid course for Forest personnel. 
• Led outdoor education forest ecology hikes for 6th grade students (October 8, 2015) 
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• Made two presentations to the California Native Plant Society (State Chapter Council 
meeting, Quincy, California, May 30, 2015):  
o Coppoletta M. and J. Bishop 2015. The Ecology of Plumas NF Special Habitats: Fens and 

Serpentinite.  
o Merriam, K.E.  2015. Restoring fire regimes to maintain Baker cypress. 

• Led field trip with public, non-profit, tribal, and agency partners to discuss opportunities to 
restore vegetation types adapted to high-severity fire regimes, including Baker cypress. 

• Led field trip with public, California Native Plant Society non-profit, and agency partners to 
discuss opportunities to restore fen wetland ecosystems on the Plumas National Forest. 

 

  
Vernal pool monitoring, Modoc MF   

  
Installing reference meadow monitoring plots, Lassen 

National Park 

  
  

  
Volunteers helping with milkvetch seed planting, 

Plumas NF 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PROVINCE 

Provincewide 

Climate Change 
• Provided expert input for EcoAdapt climate vulnerability assessment in grassland and oak 

woodlands  
• Participated in EcoAdapt climate vulnerability and adaptation workshop 
• Developed methodology for calculating the biomass of carbon in aboveground chaparral 

vegetation 
• Member of the oversight committee and Forest Service liaison for the Santa Clara 

Ecosystem Service and Socio-Economic Vulnerability Assessments 
o Reviewed funding proposals 
o Provided feedback on Marxan conservation prioritization modeling effort 
o Summarized R5’s approach to conducting post-fire damage and cost recovery following 

fire 

Ecological Restoration 
• Partnered with UC Santa Barbara to monitor the effect of fire on coastal sage scrub and 

grassland communities 
• Collaborated with San Diego State University to develop project focusing on the ecological 

effects following GSOB-induced oak mortality 
• Presented poster at UC Natural Reserve System conference focusing on grassland 

restoration 
• Participated in a TNC organized workshop with the goal of enhancing biodiversity in the city 

of Los Angeles 
• Collaborated on Ecology manuscript that evaluates the long-term competitive outcome of 

exotic annual vs native perennial grasses in California 

Fire & Fuels 
• Established a southern California Fire Ecology working group to encourage dialogue 

between province fuels planners and ecologists  
• Participated in meetings for the southern California fuelbreak prioritization assessment  
• Carried out basic fire fighter training and earned fire red card 

Land Management & Planning 
• Provided monitoring guidance for the new forest planning monitoring rule  

o Produced the best available science (BASI)  for using exotic annual grasses as focal 
species 
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o Consulted on the efficacy of selecting additional focal species (coast live oak) 
o Contributed monitoring questions and indicators for ‘climate change and other stressor 

monitoring’ efforts across the province 
• Participated in Wilderness Training through the Arthur Carhart National Wilderness Training 

Center 

Outreach 
• Co-organized SoCal chaparral symposium to bring together land managers, public and 

academics to discuss the ecosystem services provided by the chaparral 
• Contributing author and editor for proposed book entitled ‘The Ecological Value of 

Chaparral Landscapes’ 
• Provided ecological guidance to resource staff officers on monthly province-wide calls 
• Delivered lecture at UC Santa Barbara for Environmental Studies students on the history 

and challenges of managing US Forest Service lands  
• Consulted with three graduate students regarding research projects on National Forest 

Lands 
• Participated in goldspotted oak borer research, education and outreach calls 
• Participated in new Forest Service employees training 
• Participated in spatial ecology training at UC Santa Barbara 

Angeles National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Interacted with UC Riverside to evaluate their approach to measuring chaparral type 

conversion across the Angeles forest  

Inventory & Monitoring 
• Participated in working group for the high speed rail project 
• Provided feedback to California Native Plant Society and Enterprise team for Bigcone 

Douglas-fir mapping and monitoring  

Cleveland National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Continued work on climate change trend summary 

 
Ecological Restoration 
• Provided feedback for coastal sage scrub restoration in the San Diego River Gorge 

o Site visit and scouting trip 
o Reviewed coastal sage scrub contract and proposed restoration plan  
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o Worked with resource staff to develop experimental design for coastal sage scrub
restoration

Fire & Fuels 
• Worked with RO and Mexican scientists to employ field training and data collection in

collaboration with fuels and fire suppression staff

Inventory & Monitoring 
• Collaborated with CNF fuels to establish permanent Common Stand Exams on Laguna

Mountain to evaluate the effectiveness of fuel reduction activities
o Led field crew to complete tree and regeneration measurements
o Contracted with botanist to inventory herbaceous plant community
o Entered field data

Los Padres National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Estimated aboveground carbon biomass for shrubland habitats and fulfilled element 9 on

the climate change scorecard
• Completed climate change trend summary

Fire & Fuels 
• Organized vegetation management meeting with fire and resource staff and external

partners to discuss fire ecology and the proposed Santa Barbara Front Country project
o Presented best available science on fire ecology in chaparral
o Worked with fire staff to lead field trip focusing in fuel breaks in the chaparral

• Visited the Cuesta Fire and discussed approaches to evaluate regeneration following fire
suppression activities

• Participated in field trip and discussion for forest health project on the Mt. Pinos
• Member of the National Fish and Wildlife (NFWF) advisory team to allocate fire settlement

restoration funds for the Zaca and Piru Fires
o Participated in watershed restoration strategy design and field trips
o Reviewed conservation framework for the fire scars
o Participate in bi-weekly conference calls with advisory team and NFWF

Inventory & Monitoring 
• Continued discussion with UC Davis researchers regarding sudden oak death and California

bay laurel management in Big Sur
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San Bernardino National Forest 

Ecological Restoration 
• Toured reforestation efforts following the Mountain Fire 
• Toured and discussed successes and challenges of forest health and shaded fuel break 

projects around the community of Idyllwild 

 

  

 
Field trip to San Gabriel National Monument, Angeles 

NF 
  

 
Installing fuels monitoring plots, Laguna Mountain, 

Cleveland NF 
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
2nd Southern California chaparral symposium, Arcadia 

 
 

 
Ecosystem services workshop for Los Padres NF and 

partners, Santa Maria  
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SOUTHERN SIERRA PROVINCE 

Provincewide 

Climate Change 
• Served as ongoing representative in the Southern Sierra Conservation Cooperative (SSCC) 

MOU for SNF, INF, and SQF during biannual meetings; SSCC partners include NPS (Sequoia 
and Kings Canyon NP), BLM, TNC, CBI, SNC, and other organizations 
o Reviewed and sponsored proposal for NPS funding focused on monitoring the effects of 

climate change on giant sequoia groves (SEKI, SQF, SNF) 
• Participated in Giant Sequoia Working Group focused on sequoia restoration, monitoring, 

and public engagement opportunities in the Sierra Nevada 
o Assisted Save the Redwoods League and Giant Sequoia Working Group in preparation of 

Giant sequoia and climate change workhop in Clovis, CA 
o Gave technical presentation at sequoia and climate change workshop 

• Lead author in Climate Change section of Forest Plan DEIS 

Vegetation, Fire and Fuels  
• Gave presentation at the California Prescribed Fire Council Fall Meeting in Sacramento, CA 
• Published manuscript entitled Forest Fire Severity Patterns of Resource Objective Wildfires in 

the Southern Sierra Nevada in Journal of Forestry 
• Served on California Fire Science Consortium Sierra Nevada section 

o Provided four California Fire Science Consortium research briefs summarizing four fire 
ecology publications (S. Sierra province ecologist was primary author or coauthor for all 
of these publications) 

• Served as co-chair of Interagency Southern Sierra Nevada Fire Science Integration Working 
Group to facilitate fire science and management integration 
o Published manuscript entitled Principles of effective USA federal fire management plans 

on recommendations for the revision of fire management plans in the southern Sierra 
Nevada to be submitted to the Journal Fire Ecology (USFS, NPS, USGS) 

• Coauthored manuscript entitled Effects of fire on small mammal communities in frequent-
fire forests in California published in Journal of Mammalogy 

• Assisted in planning of post-fire restoration workshop 

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Drafted and reviewed plan components for westside and eastside vegetation in the draft 

Forest Plans (Inyo, Sequoia, and Sierra National Forests) 
o Served as lead for upper montane, subalpine, and alpine vegetation  
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o Contributed to the development of plan elements for low- to mid-elevation forests,
woodlands, shrublands, old forests, “complex early seral” habitat, and other types

• Provided multiple technical reviews of forest plan components for forest-wide vegetation,
westside and eastside vegetation, at-risk species, fire management, invasive species,
watershed condition, aquatic ecosystems, climate change relevant sections, and the plan
monitoring plan

• Served as lead author in the Forest Plan Revision (FPR) Climate, Ecological Vulnerability, and
Adaptation section in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)

• Served as coauthor of the FPR Terrestrial Ecosystems and Vegetation sections of the DEIS
• Drafted monitoring questions and indicators for terrestrial ecosystem, climate change, and

other stressors in the Forest Plans Monitoring Plan of the DEIS
• Served on technical forest plan revision “strike team” to address various “red flag” issues

stemming from multidisciplinary inconsistencies and incongruences in the DEIS and Forest
Plans

• Addressed significant technical issues and problems related to terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems, climate change and adaptation, fire resilience, and monitoring for the FPR
Planning Team

• Served as main technical expert in the incorporation of the Region 5 Ecology Natural Range
of Variation (NRV) assessments in the three Forest Plans and DEIS

• Assisted in ongoing technical reviews and incorporation of planning information related to
the Southern Sierra fisher conservation strategy and California spotted owl interim
recommendations

• Gave technical presentation on ecological monitoring in the national forests of the Sierra
Nevada at the Sierra Cascade Dialog session focused on Monitoring, which included a
diverse group of stakeholders, researchers, and agency staff
o Also served on professional panel focused on USFS monitoring and adaptive

management

Inventory and Monitoring 
• Coordinated and initiated red fir forest health monitoring project in Yosemite NP

o Coordinated red fir forest inventory between Regional Ecology Program and Forest
Health Protection (FHP) for Region 5 (Southern Sierra Shared Service Area) focused on
natural range of variation in Sierra Nevada red fir forests

o Drafted and submitted red fir forest health proposal to FHP funding program in
collaboration with FHP, PSW, Yosemite NP, and R5 Ecology Program
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Other 
• Provided multiple technical reviews of Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher Conservation 

Strategy, including foraging, diet, fire effects, and climate change sections 
• Provided multiple technical reviews of California Spotted Owl Conservation Assessment and 

Interim Recommendations 
• Participated in research-management partnership with NASA Ames DEVELOP Program in 

project focused on providing vegetation management decision support tools to forest 
managers 

• Mentored undergraduate student in the National Science Foundation (NSF) Research 
Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program sponsored by the University of California 
Merced Sierra Nevada Research Institute (SNRI) and Yosemite National Park 

Sierra National Forest 

Climate Change 
• Assisted SNF climate change coordinator with climate change scorecard 
• Presented climate change trends and adaptation training to Bass Lake and High Sierra 

Ranger Districts (SNF) natural resources, planning, and fire and fuels staff 

Ecological Restoration 
• Provided technical support to the Dinkey Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration 

Project (CFLRP) 
o Served as Dinkey Monitoring Work Group co-chair 
o Assisted Monitoring Coordinator of the Dinkey CFLRP in review of the Dinkey Ecological 

Monitoring Plan 
o Coordinated LiDAR-based ecological monitoring for the Dinkey CFLRP 
o Served on Science and Monitoring Symposium steering committee 
o Provided support for annual ecological monitoring report 

• Provided fire science information to Valley Public Radio reporter in the 2015 Willow Fire 
(field interview) 

• Mentored (with SNF Ecosystem Staff Officer) Presidential Management Fellow (PMF) 
ecologist from Region 2 during 4-month PMF rotation resulting in the following 
accomplishments: 
o Completion of Yosemite toad habitat model for the SNF 
o Creation of research and monitoring geodatabase for the SNF 
o Development of fuel treatment decision-support tool for the SNF 
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Vegetation, Fire, and Fuels 
• Provided letter of support and logistic support to PSW for collaborative ecological research 

at Teakettle Creek RNA/Teakettle Experimental Forest (SNF) 
o Research was funded by the Joint Fire Science Program (starting 2015) 

• Worked with Conservation Biology Institute in the development of a fuel treatment decision 
support tool focused on the SNF (project development contingent on Prop. 1 funding) 

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Provided technical review of the SNF Forest Plan 

Sequoia National Forest 

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Provided technical review of the SQF Forest Plan 
• Provided technical input in definition of “complex early seral” habitats and post-fire 

management 

Vegetation, Fire, and Fuels 
• Provided technical feedback to Adaptive Management Services Enterprise Team (AMSET) 

Fire Behavior Assessment Team (FBAT) for fire effects monitoring in the 2015 Rough Fire on 
the SQF and SNF (also the 2015 Willow Fire on the SNF) 

Inyo National Forest 

Ecological Restoration 
• Ongoing participation and facilitation of INF “Ecology Team” focused on addressing 

ecological science integration needs for the INF 

Inventory and Monitoring  
• Coordinated and conducted pre-treatment ecological monitoring at the Indiana Summit 

RNA including the collection of vegetation, fuels, and other data 
• Prepared science manuscript focused on whitebark pine inventory on the Inyo NF entitled 

Mortality, structure, and regeneration in whitebark pine stands impacted by mountain pine 
beetle in the southern Sierra Nevada to be submitted to the Canadian Journal of Forest 
Research in FY 2016 

Forest Planning/NEPA 
• Provided focused technical review of the INF Forest Plan 
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  Sequoia Science Workshop, Three Rivers

  

Sampling reference meadow monitoring plots, 
  Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
Red fir forest inventory, southern Sierra Nevada 

Installing forest and fuels plots in preparation for 
prescribed fire, Indiana Summit RNA, Inyo NF 
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R.E.P. SUPPORT TO USFS INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 

Visiting Turkish Forest Service (OGM) tree 
nursery near Konya, Turkey 

Forest management field trip, Intern.  
Climate Change and Res. Mgt seminar, LTBMU 

Savanna-forest dynamics monitoring, 
Republic of Congo 

Mediterranean Forest Week and SilvaMed 
meetings, Barcelona, Spain 

Grazing mgt and meadow condition assessment, 
 Sierra de la Laguna Biosphere Reserve, Mexico 

MEDECOS XIII, international Mediterranean 
ecologoy meetings, Chile 
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R5 ECOLOGY PROGRAM EXTERNAL PARTNERS 

• Bureau of Land Management (Climate change adaptation conference, Baker Cypress study,
OHV Monitoring, Inyo NF-BLM fuels planning)

• California Department of Fish and Game (Rare plants monitoring, statewide vegetation
mapping and classification standards, State vegetation plots database, Black Backed
Woodpecker working group)

• California Energy Commission (Interagency Forestry Working Group)
• CalFire (California Fire Science Consortium, climate change adaptation conference,

California fire perimeter database)
• California Native Plant Society (Statewide vegetation mapping standards, State vegetation

plots database, chapter presentations)
• California State Parks (Climate change adaptation conference, LTBMU: meadow condition

and trend monitoring and Emerald Point old growth inventory)
• Chico State University Herbarium (serpentine geoecology and fire ecology field seminars)
• CONAFOR-Mexican Forest Service (Baja California fire management working group)
• CONANP-Mexican Park Service (Baja California fire management working group, General

Land Office forest structure validation study, fire severity monitoring)
• Conservation Biology Institute (California Spotted Owl conservation strategy, Pacific Fisher

conservation assessment and Strategy, vegetation and fire modeling under future climate
change scenarios)

• EcoAdapt (Southern California climate change adaptation project)
• Eldorado Irrigation District (Caples Restoration Project)
• Herger-Feinstein/Quincy Library Group (LNF, PNF, and TNF Monitoring program)
• Humboldt State University/Department of Biological Sciences (Chips Fire reburn study,

Plumas NF; Northern Province inventory and monitoring; Sugar Creek RNA, Klamath NF)
• Humboldt State University/Geography Department (Restoration visualization modeling,

Klamath NF)
• Institute for Bird Populations (Black Backed Woodpecker working group)
• Joint Fire Sciences Program (California Fire Science Consortium; fire-dependent cypress

species study, Plumas and Klamath NFs; Beaver Creek Pinery prescribed fire study, Lassen
NF)

• Michigan State University (Santa Clara River ecosystem services assessment, wildfire
charcoal production study)

• National Aeronautics and Space Administration (DEVELOP National Program, Ames
Research Center; fire effects on watersheds and snowpack)
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• Natural Areas Association (National NAA board, climate change adaptation conference) 
• National Forest Foundation (Treasured Landscapes Initiative; climate change adaptation 

conference, forest restoration projects) 
• National Park Service/Santa Monica Mountains NRA (SoCal chaparral symposium) 
• National Park Service/Sequoia and Kings Canyon NP (Southern Sierra Parks resource 

planning; Golden Trout Wilderness SCI and meadow inventory and monitoring, red fir forest 
health in fire-adapted landscapes) 

• National Park Service/Yosemite NP (General Land Office forest structure validation study, 
red fir forest health in fire-adapted landscapes ecological inventory) 

• National Park Service/Western Pacific Region (climate change adaptation conference, 
California Fire Science Consortium, Southern Sierra Nevada Fire Science Integration Working 
Group) 

• Natural Resource Conservation Service/Soil survey (Ecosite development) 
• Northern California Prescribed Fire Council (future with fire conference) 
• Pennsylvania State University (Teakettle Experimental Forest carbon stocks study) 
• Point Blue Conservation Science (science advisory committee; Black Backed Woodpecker 

working group; bird and bat monitoring projects) 
• PNW-Research Station (PNW) (NWFP: fuel treatment needs in eastside pine) 
• PSW-Research Station (PSW) (Forest Planning science syntheses; GTR-220 & 237 

implementation; Regional Research Natural Area Program; California Fire Science 
Consortium; postfire restoration workshop; Black Backed Woodpecker working group; 
Klamath Mountains: fire severity study; GLORIA climate change monitoring; red fir forest 
health ecological inventory; Teakettle Experimental Forest carbon stocks and prescribed fire 
re-measurement studies) 

• Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (Regional aspen initiative, Project level: Klamath NF, 
Lassen NF, Shasta-Trinity NF) 

• Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS) (Santa Clara River watershed ecosystem services 
assessment, study of fire severity and relationship to postfire avian fauna; Black Backed 
Woodpecker working group; assessment of socioeconomic vulnerability to  climate change) 

• Save the Redwoods League (Giant sequoia and climate workshop in Clovis, CA) 
• Sierra Forest Legacy (Sierra Nevada forest management; southern Sierra Nevada prescribed 

fire council; negotiations with EPA, Cal EPA, etc., re. smoke emissions from Rx fire; fuel 
treatment effectiveness and ecological effects monitoring, RNA fuels management) 

• Society for Range Management, Nevada (Aspen Delineation Project) 
• Southern Sierra Conservation Cooperative (climate change adaptation and vulnerability 

assessment in the southern Sierra Nevada) 
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• Southern Sierra Fire Science Working Group (fire science symposium focused on federal
lands in the southern Sierra Nevada; ecoregional federal fire management plan assessment)

• Southern Sierra Prescribed Fire Council (fire management in the southern Sierra Nevada;
future with fire conference)

• Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (Healthy Vegetation and Hazardous Fuels desired
conditions and monitoring protocols; LTBMU meadow management plan; GLORIA climate
change monitoring; Threshold monitoring)

• TerraPeninsular (Baja California fire management working group)
• The Nature Conservancy (climate change adaptation conference, SoCal chaparral

symposium, Northern and Southern Sierra Partnership climate change adaptation planning)
• The Wilderness Society (climate change adaptation conference, Wildland Fire Use policies;

Sierra Nevada management under climate change; ecological monitoring of the Dinkey
Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Project)

• University of California- Berkeley/Department of Environmental Science, Policy and
Management  (California Fire Science Consortium, General Land Office forest structure
validation study, comparative study of current fire regimes in Sierra Nevada and Sierra San
Pedro Martir, Mexico; historic, landscape-scale forest stand structure in the southern Sierra
Nevada)

• University of California-Berkeley, Center for Fire Research and Outreach (climate change
adaptation conference, CFRO advisory committee)

• University of California-Davis/Department of Environmental Science and Policy (California
Fire Science Consortium, Ecology Program cost-share position, General Land Office forest
structure validation study, study of grazing and productivity effects on annual grassland
composition, summer field crew coordination)

• University of California-Davis/Department of Plant Pathology (Sudden Oak Death impacts
on fire severity and forest fuels)

• University of California-Davis/Department of Plant Sciences (study of fire and climate
change effects on Sierra Nevada oaks, postfire tree regeneration inventory, study of climate
effects on forest regeneration, forest structure and climate comparison study between Baja
California and eastern Sierra Nevada Jeffrey pine forests)

• University of California-Davis/Information Center for the Environment (Santa Clara River
watershed ecosystem services assessment; International Climate Change and Resource
Management Seminar; FRID mapping; Wieslander VTM map digitization; resampling of
1930s VTM vegetation plots)

• University of California Extension (California Fire Science Consortium, southern Sierra
Nevada prescribed fire council; Sierra Nevada Adaptive Management Project, Tahoe
Wildfire Summit, forest and fire ecology outreach)
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• University of California-Merced (study of fire impacts on forest mycorrhizae; National
Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program; red fir forest
health in fire-adapted landscapes)

• University of Massachusetts (historical range of variation assessments, westslope Sierra
Nevada)

• University of Montana (Angora Fire monitoring, Moonlight Fire postfire inventory, species
habitat modeling of likely climate change effects, resampling of 1930s VTM vegetation
plots)

• University of Nevada-Reno (Orcuttia monitoring and conservation assessment)
• University of New Mexico (Teakettle Experimental Forest prescribed fire re-measurement

study)
• University of Washington, School of Environmental and Forest Sciences (various LiDAR-

based forest restoration projects)
• US Fish and Wildlife Service (California fisher climate impact assessment; Black Backed

Woodpecker working group)
• US Forest Service International Programs (Baja California fire management working group;

International Climate Change and Resource Management Seminar; various international
missions)

• US Geological Survey/Biological Resources Division (Santa Clara River watershed
ecosystem services assessment, California Fire Science Consortium, Sierra Nevada: climate
change science program; S. California: multiple hazards mapping project; fire severity in
chaparral fires; effects of fire on small mammal communities of Yosemite National Park;
Southern Sierra Nevada Fire Science Integration Working Group)
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	 support Region 5 Forests in their interpretation and implementation of the Regional Ecological Restoration initiative
	 support Region 5 efforts to manage for climate change mitigation and adaptation
	 coordinate Fire Return Interval Departure mapping in Region 5
	 serve on the executive committee for the California Fire Science Consortium
	 manage the Research Natural Area (RNA) Program  
	 manage the Regional Aspen Delineation Project 
	 serve as a technical advisor to bodies such as the Regional Forest Planning core team, Regional Climate Change Integration Team, and the Sierra Nevada Forest Carnivore Conservation Assessment
	Primary functions at the Province-and Forest-level include: 

	 provision of expert vegetation & fire ecology input to ecosystem management and planning (e.g. pre-NEPA consultation, monitoring, ID-Teams, Forest planning) 
	 training and technology transfer
	 ecological support to restoration planning and implementation
	 climate change interpretation 
	 support to fuels treatment planning
	 monitoring design, implementation and analysis 
	 fire and fire regime modeling and mapping 
	 determination of site potentials and ecosystem suitability
	 development of desired future conditions
	 vegetation classification and mapping
	 development of management interpretations
	 development of state & transition and other stand-dynamics models
	 habitat modeling, mapping, and prediction
	 involvement with the California Fire Science Consortium at the subregional scale
	 interaction and collaboration with Forest and District resource staff 
	 RNA program coordination for the host Forest
	The Regional Ecology Program (REP) is partially supported by a Regional earmark. In fy 2015 total earmark funding came to $730,000. Earmark funds came from the following sources: NFIM (35%), NFVW (32%), WFHF (22%), and NFWF (11%). Province Ecologists supplement their Regional allocation with Forest-level funding and funding derived elsewhere (examples include the California Energy Commission, USFS State and Private Forestry, the Tahoe Science Program, California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, the National Fire Plan, and the Joint Fire Sciences Program). Until 2010, Regional funding for the Ecology Program had fallen continuously since the early 1990’s, when funding reached or exceeded $1.2 million per year in 2015 dollars (Fig. 1). Staffing has also dropped significantly, from a high of 16 in the mid 1990’s, to six in late 2011, rising to nine in 2015. The Regional Ecology Program is a national leader in attracting funding from external sources (Fig. 2). Over the last ten years, the REP has more than doubled its effective budget by way of partner funding, grants, and various types of financial support from sources outside the NFS annual budget.
	REP staff (and affiliated Forest and District staff) meet at least once annually to discuss programs of work, funding, standards and guidelines, future planning, and topics of current interest. Trainings are held periodically. Annual program reviews and annual program of work meetings are also held on each Province. Province Ecologists operate under a shared services agreement between the Region and the Province Forests. Province Ecologists prepare, with assistance of the Regional Ecologist and forest Resource staff, an annual Program of Work describing objectives, activities, and assistance needed to complete the planned work; the annual POW is tied to National, Regional, and Forest goals and priorities. An annual meeting (1) to review the previous fiscal year’s accomplishments, and (2) to negotiate the upcoming fiscal year’s POW, is held with the attendance of the Province Ecologist, the Regional Ecologist, Resource Staff officers, and any other interested parties. The final program of work is agreed to by the Forest Supervisors and RO Director of Ecosystem Management.  
	/
	California Fire Science Consortium field trip to Laguna Mountain, Cleveland NF
	/
	Figure 1. Ecology Program (REP) funding (does not include Regional and Assistant Regional ecologists, who are funded from RO internal budget), and number of REP staff, 1984-2015.
	/
	Figure 2. REP earmark funding and funding secured from external sources by the REP, 2006-2015. “External” = funding from outside the Region 5 National Forest System annual budget.
	R5 REGIONAL ECOLOGY PROGRAM STAFF
	REGIONAL OFFICE

	Hugh Safford, Ph.D.
	Regional Ecologist
	Pacific Southwest Region
	1323 Club Drive
	Vallejo, CA 94592
	Phone: 707-562-8934  Fax: 707-562-9050
	Email: hughsafford@fs.fed.us
	Department of Environmental Science and Policy
	University of California
	Davis, CA 95616
	Phone: 530-219-0898  Fax: 530-752-3350
	Email: hdsafford@ucdavis.edu
	Sarah Sawyer, Ph.D.
	Assistant Regional Ecologist
	Pacific Southwest Region
	1323 Club Drive
	Vallejo, CA 94592
	Phone: 707-562-8924  Fax: 707-562-9050
	Email: scsawyer@fs.fed.us
	NORTHERN PROVINCE

	Serving Klamath, Shasta-Trinity, Mendocino and
	Six Rivers National Forests
	Ramona Butz, Ph.D. 
	Province Ecologist
	Six Rivers National Forest
	1330 Bayshore Way
	Eureka, CA 95501
	Phone: 707-441-3584 Fax: 707-442-9242
	Email: rbutz@fs.fed.us
	/
	/
	/
	SIERRA-CASCADE PROVINCE 

	Serving Lassen, Modoc and Plumas National Forests
	Kyle Merriam
	Province Ecologist
	Plumas National Forest 
	P.O. Box 11500
	Quincy, CA  95971
	Phone: 530-283-7777  
	Fax: 530-283-7716
	Email: kmerriam@fs.fed.us
	Michelle Coppoletta
	Associate Province Ecologist 
	Plumas National Forest 
	P.O. Box 11500
	Quincy, CA  95971
	Phone:  (530) 283-7822
	Fax: 530-283-7716
	Email: mcoppoletta@fs.fed.us
	CENTRAL SIERRA PROVINCE

	Serving Eldorado, Tahoe, and Stanislaus National 
	Forests
	Becky Estes, Ph.D.
	Province Ecologist
	Eldorado National Forest
	100 Forni Road
	Placerville, CA  95667
	Phone: 530-642-5161
	Fax: 530-621-5297
	Email: bestes@fs.fed.us
	Shana Gross
	Associate Province Ecologist
	Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
	35 College Drive
	South Lake Tahoe, CA  96151
	Phone: 530-543-2752
	Email: segross@fs.fed.us
	/
	/
	/
	/
	SOUTHERN SIERRA PROVINCE

	Serving Sequoia, Sierra and Inyo National 
	Forests
	Marc Meyer, Ph.D. 
	Province Ecologist
	Sierra National Forest
	1600 Tollhouse Road
	Clovis, CA 93611
	Phone: 559-297-0706 ext. 4929
	Fax: 559-294-4809
	Email: mdmeyer@fs.fed.us 
	SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PROVINCE

	Serving Angeles, Cleveland, Los Padres and San Bernardino National Forests
	Nicole Molinari, Ph.D.
	Province Ecologist
	Los Padres National Forest
	6755 Hollister Ave, Suite 150 
	Goleta, CA 93117
	Phone: 805-961-5732
	Fax: 805-961-5729
	Email: nmolinari@fs.fed.us 
	CALIFORNIA FIRE SCIENCE CONSORTIUM COSTSHARE

	Christina Restaino, Ph.D.
	Dept. of Environmental Science and Policy
	University of California
	Davis, CA 95616 
	Phone: 530-519-2501 
	Email: cmrestaino@ucdavis.edu 
	/
	/
	/ 
	UC-DAVIS ECOLOGY COSTSHARE 

	Rebecca Wayman 
	Dept. of Environmental Science and Policy
	University of California
	Davis, CA 95616
	Phone: 530-401-0471
	Email: rbwayman@ucdavis.edu
	/  

	R5 REGIONAL ECOLOGY PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS 
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	Keeley, J.E., and H.D. Safford. In press. Fire as an ecosystem process. Chapter 3, in H.A. Mooney and E. Zavaleta (eds). Ecosystems of California. University of California Press, Berkeley, CA.
	Merriam, K. E. 2015. Mud Lake Baker Cypress Restoration Project. Decision Memo, Mt. Hough Ranger District, Plumas National Forest, Quincy, CA. Signed June 23, 2015. 10pp. 
	Meyer, M.D., S.L. Roberts, R. Wills, M. Brooks, and E.M. Winford. 2015. Principles of effective USA federal fire management plans. Fire Ecology 11(2): 59–83.
	Meyer, M.D. 2015. Forest fire severity patterns of resource objective wildfires in the southern Sierra Nevada. Journal of Forestry 113(1):49-56.
	Mordecai, E.A, N.A. Molinari, K.A. Stahlheber, K. Gross, and C. D’Antonio. 2015. Controls over native perennial grass exclusion and persistence in California grasslands invaded by annuals. Ecology. 96(10): 2643-2652.
	North, M.P., B.M. Collins, H.D. Safford, and N.L. Stephenson. In press. Montane forests. Chapter 27, in H.A. Mooney and E. Zavaleta (eds). Ecosystems of California. University of California Press, Berkeley, CA. 
	Roberts, S.L., D.A. Kelt, J.W. van Wagtendonk, A.K. Miles, and M.D. Meyer. 2015. Effects of fire on small mammal communities in frequent-fire forests in California.  Journal of Mammalogy 96(1):107-119.
	Safford, H.D., J.D. Miller, and B.M. Collins. 2015. Differences in land ownership, fire management objectives and source data matter: a reply to Hanson and Odion (2014). International Journal of Wildland Fire 24: 286-293.
	Schwartz, M.W., N. Butt, C.R. Dolanc, A. Holguin, M.A. Moritz, M. P. North, H.D. Safford, N. Stephenson, J.H. Thorne, and P. van Mantgem. 2015. Increasing elevation of fire in the Sierra Nevada and implications for forest change. Ecosphere 6(7): Article 121.  
	Spencer, W.D., S.C. Sawyer, H.L. Romsos, W.J. Zielinski, R.A. Sweitzer, C.M. Thompson, K.L. Purcell, D.L. Clifford, L. Cline, H.D. Safford, S.A. Britting, and J.M. Tucker. 2015. Southern Sierra Nevada fisher conservation assessment. Unpublished report, Conservation Biology Institute. http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprd3832012.pdf 
	Steel, Z.L., H.D. Safford, and J.H. Viers. 2015. The fire frequency-severity relationship and the legacy of fire suppression in California forests. Ecosphere 6(1): Article 8
	Stephens, S. L., J. M. Lydersen, B. M. Collins, D. L. Fry, and M. D. Meyer. 2015. Historical and current landscape-scale ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forest structure in the Southern Sierra Nevada. Ecosphere 6(5):79.
	Stevens, J.T., H.D. Safford, S.P. Harrison, and A.M. Latimer. 2015. Forest disturbance accelerates thermophilization of understory plant communities. Journal of Ecology 103: 1253-1263.
	Stevens, J.T., H.D. Safford, M.P. North, P.M. Brown, C.R. Dolanc, S.Z. Dobrowski, D.A. Falk, C.A. Farris, J.F. Franklin, J.S. Fried, P.Z. Fulé, A.N. Gray, R.K. Hagmann, E.E. Knapp, J.D. Miller, G.F. Smith, T.W. Swetnam, and A.H. Taylor. In press. Average stand age from forest inventoryplots does not describe historical fire regimes in ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests of western North America. PLoS One. 
	Stevens, J. T., H. D. Safford, S. Harrison, and A. M. Latimer. 2015. Wildfire interactions with fuel treatments in Sierra Nevada forests: consequences for forest structure and understory plant diversity [abstract]. Page 343 in Proceedings of the large wildland fires conference; May 19-23, 2014; Missoula, MT. USDA Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station, Fort Collins CO. Proceedings RMRS-P-73.
	Winford, E.M., J.T. Stevens, and H.D. Safford. 2015. Fuel treatment impacts on the ecology of yellow pine and mixed conifer forests: a synthesis. California Agriculture 69(3): 150-156.
	White, A.M., P.N. Manley, G.L. Tarbill, T.W. Richardson, R.E. Russell, H.D. Safford, and S.Z. Dobrowski. 2015. Avian community responses to post-fire forest structure: Implications for fire management in mixed conifer forests. Animal Conservation. doi:10.1111/acv.12237
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	Monitoring Baker cypress regeneration after the Moonlight Fire, Plumas NF
	R5 ECOLOGY PROGRAM MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
	LINKS TO USDA & USFS STRATEGIC GOALS AND REGION 5 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
	USDA STRATEGIC PLAN 2010-2015 (http://www.usda.gov)

	2. Ensure our National Forests and Private Working Lands are Conserved, Restored, and Made More Resilient to Climate Change, While Enhancing Our Water Resources: 
	Objective 2.1 – Restore and Conserve the Nation’s Forests, Farms, Ranches, and Grasslands
	 Objective 2.2 – Lead Efforts to Mitigate and Adapt to Climate Change
	 Objective 2.3 – Protect and Enhance America’s Water Resources
	Objective 2.4 – Reduce Risk from Catastrophic Wildfire and Restore Fire to its Appropriate Place on the Landscape
	USFS STRATEGIC GOALS 2007-2012

	(http://www.fs.fed.us/publications/strategic/fs-sp-fy07-12.pdf)
	1. Restore, Sustain, and Enhance the Nation’s Forests and Grasslands: Forests and grasslands have the capacity to maintain their health, productivity, diversity, and resistance to unnaturally severe disturbance.
	2. Provide and Sustain Benefits to the American People: Forests and grasslands have sufficient long-term multiple socioeconomic benefits to meet the needs of society.
	3. Conserve Open Space: Maintain the environmental, social, and economic benefits of forests and grasslands by reducing and mitigating their conversion to other uses.
	4. Sustain and Enhance Outdoor Recreation Opportunities: A variety of high-quality outdoor recreational opportunities on the Nation’s forests and grasslands are available to the public.
	5. Maintain Basic Management Capabilities of the Forest Service: Administrative facilities, information systems, and landownership management have the capacity to support a wide range of natural resource challenges.
	6. Engage Urban America with Forest Service Programs: Broader access by Americans to the long-term environmental, social, economic, and other types of benefits provided by the Forest Service.
	7. Provide Science-Based Applications and Tools for Sustainable Natural Resources Management: Management decisions are informed by the best available science-based knowledge and tools.
	USFS PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION (R5) STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

	(http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r5/about-region/?cid=STELPRDB5150117)
	Ecological Restoration: The need for ecological restoration in our national forests is widely recognized due to myriad threats to our landscapes including catastrophic wildfire, climate change, and increasing human population pressures. The Forest Service recognizes the need for a more focused approach that clearly identifies ecological restoration as the primary goal for all land management actions.
	MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
	Ecology Program accomplishments are organized under a series of major headings, each of which is linked to various USDA, USFS, and Region 5 goals and priorities. These include:
	Climate Change: USDA Strategic Goal 2.2. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 7. R5 Priority 1
	Ecological Restoration: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1-2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 7. R5 Priority 1
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 7. R5 Priority 1
	Forest Planning/NEPA: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1-2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1-4. 7. R5 Priority 1
	Inventory and Monitoring: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.3, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 5, 7.  R5 Priority 1
	Other: USDA Strategic Goals 2.1-2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1-3, 5, 7. R5 Priority 1
	Other major headings for accomplishments are also used below. Their links to the USDA, USDA, and Region 5 goals and priorities are identified in the text.
	REGIONAL OFFICE (accomplishments of Regional Ecologist and Assistant Regional Ecologist are combined)
	Climate Change

	 Members of Regional Climate Change Integration Team (CCIT)
	 Worked with CCIT to update the Region 5 climate change action plan, National Forest actions plans, and the PSW Research Station action plan and scorecard guidance, and planned climate change related webinars
	 Collaborated with RMRS, PSW, and UC-Davis to begin socio-economic vulnerability assessment (SEVA) to climate change for southern California National Forests
	 Member of the California Landscape Conservation Cooperative (CA-LCC) science team – to promote science-management partnerships among organizations working towards climate-smart management strategies
	 Project leader for ecosystem services assessment of Santa Clara River watershed, project includes evaluation of potential effects of climate change on services; joint project with University of California and Michigan State University 
	 Co-Led the Climate Change Vulnerability and Adaptation Project for Southern California National Forests -developed Vulnerability Assessments and Adaptation Strategies for Key Resources
	 Developed Climate Change Vulnerability and Adaptation Project for Northwestern California National Forests, in partnership with EcoAdapt and BLM, and secured project funding
	 Wrote chapter on fire and climate change for new edition of Fire in California’s Ecosystems
	 Continued multi-agency and university collaborative development and revision of manuscript for climate change refugia integration into land management
	 Began planning for Climate Change Adaptation and Natural Areas Management conference, to be held October 2016 at UC-Davis
	 Acted as reviewer for Rocky Mountain Region Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment
	 Presented on USFS Climate Change Integration work at the Bay Area Conservation Biology Symposium
	 Participated in Southwest Climate Science Center planning workshop to incorporate USFS needs
	 Gave lecture to Regional Office staff on climate change, fire, and forest management
	 Hired post-doctoral scholar to carry out socioeconomic vulnerability assessment to climate change on the California National Forests; joint position with UC-Davis
	 Worked with USFS International Programs staff and UC-Davis partners to organize and implement International Climate Change and Natural Resources Management Seminar; trained 27 international land and resource managers
	 Gave four presentations to the public on climate change, wildfire, and forest management in California
	Ecological Restoration

	 Gave keynote presentation to Sierra Nevada Summit on forest restoration for agency directors and policy makers, Sacramento
	 Participated in Regional seminar on assisted migration and forest management
	 Worked with Tahoe National Forest staff to brainstorm series of Region 5 seminars/webinars on climate change implications for management
	 Participated in the Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher Working Group and California Fisher Working groups
	 Completed review process and submitted to PSW for publication as GTR: Natural Range of Variation assessment for yellow pine and mixed conifer forests, Sierra Nevada bioregional assessment area
	 Worked with Mendocino Firescape project to provide science support and communication
	 Published paper in Journal of Forestry describing how restoration can be preparation for the future
	 Organized and hosted King Fire Research summit to bring potential researchers, research ideas, and ID team together for postfire restoration planning 
	 Provided support to UC-Berkeley collaborators in Rim Fire salvage logging study
	 Organized and implemented 2nd SoCal Chaparral Symposium: Understanding the Value of Chaparral Landscapes
	 Provided support to Historic Range of Variation modeling project in collaboration with Univ. of Massachusetts, Yuba River watershed, Tahoe NF
	 Provided periodic consultation to the southern California chaparral restoration initiative
	 Updated and revised Fire Return Interval Departure (FRID) mapping for California
	 Provided support to Historical Range of Variation (HRV) modeling project, Yuba River watershed, Tahoe NF 
	 Coordinated with district and Forest staff to plan for future prescribed fire in Beaver Creek Pinery, Lassen NF
	 Coordinated with district and Forest staff to plan for resumption of prescribed burning in Indiana Summit Research Natural Area, Inyo NF
	 Carried out study evaluating accuracy of General Land Office survey witness tree protocol in and around Yosemite NP
	 Provided reviews and comments regarding restoration activities and potentials for various Forest projects
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels (see previous two sections as well)

	 Published paper in California Agriculture reviewing the ecological effects of forest fuel treatments
	 Acted as director for Sierra Nevada region of the California Fire Science Consortium (CFSC)
	 Gave three radio interviews, one TV interview, and two newspaper interviews on fire and fuels subjects
	 Co-organized 2-day Sierra Nevada aspen management workshop on Lake Tahoe Basin MU
	 Facilitated and helped to carry out pre-treatment monitoring at Sagehen Experimental Station, Tahoe NF
	 Organized FERAL (Forest Ecology Random Lecture) series at UC-Davis
	 Carried out second year of forest and fuels monitoring in planned salvage harvest areas in the Rim Fire in collaboration with PSW and UC-Berkeley
	 Helped in field sampling of pre- and post-treatment forest fuels and structure on Laguna Mtn, Cleveland NF
	 Carried out eighth year postfire monitoring of forest and fuels conditions in Angora Fire, LTBMU, in collaboration with UC-Davis
	 Completed study of postfire reforestation practices and their impacts on plant diversity in fires of different ages in the S. Fork American River Canyon, collaboration with UC-Davis
	 Helped to organize and co-led field trips for fire and resource managers to the King Fire (Eldorado and Tahoe NFs), Laguna Mountain (Cleveland NF), and Long Fire (Eldorado NF) 
	 Participated in prescribed fire and fire use field trip for carbon and air resources managers to Eldorado NF
	 Served on science advisory board, Center for Fire Research and Outreach, UC-Berkeley
	 Led one-week field trip for California Fire Science Consortium to Baja California conifer forest sites, 25 people participated
	 Supervised Region 5/UC-Davis costshare fire ecologist
	 Co-supervised technical lead for Sierra Nevada section of California Fire Science Consortium
	 Delivered final Freds Fire postfire vegetation and fuels inventory report, Eldorado NF
	 Gave multiple lectures and interviews to public audiences and the media on fire ecology and land management
	 Served as national USFS liaison to Natural Areas Association 
	 Participated in Northern California and Southern Sierra Prescribed Fire Councils annual meeting
	 Provided support to Forest Salvage projects on Lassen, Eldorado, and Sierra National Forests
	Forest Planning/NEPA

	 Helped planning team develop alternatives and integrate wildlife conservation guidelines into appropriate alternative,
	 Completed Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher Conservation Assessment
	 Helped develop ecological indicators, thresholds, criteria, and effects analysis for planning alternatives
	 Provided input to planning effort for Northwest Forest Plan science synthesis 
	 Aided in review and rollout of California Spotted Owl Interim Recommendations (IRs) and coordinated recommendations with plan revision
	 Developed wildlife-related plan components 
	 Helped lead DEIS chapter development for wildlife 
	 Member of ‘Integration Team’ to develop Plan strategy for integrating fire, vegetation, and wildlife needs 
	 Guided Southern California National Forests in focal species understanding and selection for transition monitoring programs
	 Worked with colleagues in other regions and at the Washington office to develop draft National Guidance on Ecological Assessments and Focal Species for Forest Plan Revision under the 2012 Planning Rule
	 Coordinated Peer Review of the CSO Conservation Assessment
	 Convened science, management, and support teams to begin development of the California Spotted Owl Conservation Strategy
	 Completed Regional Black-Backed woodpecker analysis of habitat creation and removal
	 Provided periodic reviews of Forest plan documents for Regional Office and National Forests
	 Reviewed and provided support to responses to public comments, appeals and objections for multiple projects across R5
	 Part of working group to develop State Wildlife Action Plan Sector Companion Plans (Forests and Rangeland sector)
	Inventory and Monitoring (excluding veg-fire-fuels I&M, see above)

	 Helped coordinate MIS monitoring partners (Institute for Bird Populations and Point Blue Conservation Science)
	Research Natural Areas – USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 3, 7. R5 Priority 1.

	 Manager, Regional Research Natural Areas Program
	 Reviewed multiple proposals for scientific research and management actions in Region 5 RNAs
	 Worked with National Forest staff to develop proposals for implementing prescribed fire in two RNAs, on the Lassen and Inyo NFs
	Ecological Unit Inventory – USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.2. USFS Strategic Goals 1, 2, 5, 7. R5 Priority 1

	 Participated in national conference calls relating to the need for repairing and updating the national TEUI database
	Aspen Delineation Project – USDA Strategic Goals 2.1, 2.4. USFS Strategic Goals 1-3, 5, 7. R5 Priority 1

	 Helped to plan and implement two-day aspen management workshop at Lake Tahoe
	Other 

	 Published thirteen peer-reviewed scientific papers and book chapters in field of vegetation and fire ecology
	 Served as major professor for two UC-Davis students, and served on thesis committees for four other graduate students at three universities
	 Gave lectures to multiple undergraduate and graduate ecology, conservation, and resource management courses at the University of California-Davis 
	 Reviewed manuscripts for Biological Conservation, Journal of Applied Ecology
	 Managed 24 Cost-Share agreements, entered into four new Cost-share agreements, and modified fourteen existing agreements
	 Led program at UC Berkeley Bears Environmental Leadership Program on Natural Resource and Protected Area Management
	 International missions and support: 
	o Carried out grazing and meadow management workshop and field work in Sierra de la Laguna Biosphere Reserve, Mexico
	o Attended 2015 Mediterranean Forest Week and SilvaMed meetings, and gave invited lecture at University of Barcelona, Spain 
	o Participated in USFS delegation’s visit (5-2014) to Turkey to explore opportunities to enhance collaboration with Turkish Forest Service under the USFS-OGM MOU signed in December, 2014
	o Provided input to climate change monitoring program development in Brazilian National Parks in the Atlantic Forest
	o Hosted Turkish vegetation and fire scientist for two week professional visit, 11-2015
	o Attended and presented at MEDECOS XIII (International Mediterranean Ecosystems Conference) in Olmué, Chile, 10-2014
	o Visited National Parks in northern Baja California, Mexico, with group of US fire and forest scientists, 6-2014
	o Republic of Congo Bateke Plateau project: developed a monitoring framework to examine fire and forest growth in the Bateke Plateau for potential Carbon/REDD+ projects; trained Congolese students in monitoring protocols
	o Supported Haiti USAID environmental compliance training
	REP/CALIFORNIA FIRE SCIENCE CONSORTIUM COST SHARE
	Climate Change

	 Member of organizing committee for 2016 Climate Change Adaptation and Natural Areas Management conference
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Coordinated program of work for Sierra Nevada section of California Fire Science Consortium
	 Wrote and oversaw completion of eight science briefs on important publications in fire and vegetation ecology and management 
	 Organized two field trips and two webinars for resource and fire managers in the Sierra Nevada
	 Managed the CFSC Sierra Nevada section website
	 Hosted conference calls for CFSC Sierra Nevada section steering committee
	 Gave presentation on Sierra Nevada section to CFSC statewide executive committee
	 Presented on CFSC to California Fuels Committee
	 Participated in California-wide CFSC planning and annual review meetings
	 Wrote chapter on fire and climate change for new edition of Fire in California’s Ecosystems
	 Hosted two speakers as a part of the FERAL lecture series at UC-Davis
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Led and coordinated study examining forest stand structure in Yosemite and Sierra San Pedro Mártir (Baja California) National Parks, this included fieldwork trips and in-person meetings with co-authors
	REP/UC-DAVIS ECOLOGY COST SHARE (50% position)
	Climate Change

	 Member of organizing committee for 2016 Climate Change Adaptation and Natural Areas Management conference
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Began study of relationship between bark beetle mortality in California and subsequent fire severity
	 Worked with Regional Ecologist to identify Giant Sequoia plantations for inventory of plant and animal diversity effects of assisted migration
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Carried out database management for LTBMU meadow monitoring project, performed preliminary analyses
	 Provided field and botanical ID support to Lassen National Park meadow monitoring project
	 Provided field and botanical ID support to Angora Fire postfire monitoring, LTBMU
	Other

	 Hired and managed Ecology Program field crews and field crew budgets
	/
	 Field safety training for Ecology Program field crews
	/
	Ecology Program meeting at postfire restoration workshop, Yosemite National Park
	/
	Field workshop for carbon and air resource managers
	/California Fire Science Consortium field trip to Baja California National Parks
	PROVINCE ECOLOGY PROGRAMS
	CENTRAL SIERRA PROVINCE   
	Provincewide
	Climate Change: 


	 Worked with collaborators to develop climate products (Bioclimatic Envelope Models, Climatic Water Deficit Models) for use in post-fire restoration work
	 Initiated collaboration with the Southwest Climate Science Center climate extreme project to incorporate climate extremes into upcoming forest plan revisions. This project will assist in the planning rule specific requirements for addressing climate change in each phase of planning.
	 Submitted CA LCC proposal, “Leveraging landscape-scale retrospective and near real-time data to enhance understanding of meadow ecosystem responses to climate and management activities in the Sierra Nevada Ecoregion”, which was identified as first alternate for funding
	 Participated in a workshop on “How vegetation structure influences habitat conditions and water availability” at DRI
	 Reviewed Southern California subalpine vulnerability assessment
	Ecological Restoration: 

	 Provided province wide guidance on implementation of ecological restoration projects (Caples Watershed Restoration Project, Yuba River Restoration Project, Foster Firs Restoration Project)
	 Co-hosted Aspen Ecology and Restoration Management in California Workshop with the California Fire Science Consortium, October 2014
	 Natural Range of Variability of Aspen Presentation at Aspen Ecology Workshop, October 2014
	 Northern/Southern Prescribed Fire Council Meeting, December 2014
	 Provided guidance to the Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (ACCG)  Cornerstone CFLRP project
	 Coordinated with ecology staff to plan post fire restoration strategy workshop to be held October 2015
	 Coordinated with ecology staff to plan Red Fir workshop to be held December 2015
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 

	 Completed publication briefs for the California Fire Science Consortium summarizing pertinent research in fire ecology for managers
	 Participated on the California Fire Science Consortium (CFSC) steering committee
	 Participated on the steering committee for the Southern Sierra Prescribed Fire Council
	 Assisted/Collaborated on Rim and King Fire Research Work with UC Berkeley
	 Provided input to radio and newspaper articles on the Rim/King Fire post-fire ecological effects
	 Rim/King Fire Fuel Treatment Effectiveness Field Trip with staff from the Washington Office
	 Co-organized the Forest Ecology session at the Tahoe Science Conference, September 2015
	 Presented on Landscape design: How historic fire, current forest conditions, and future forest resilience shapes forest management at the Tahoe Science Conference, September 2015
	Forest Planning/NEPA: 

	 Worked with R5 Remote Sensing Lab to coordinate LiDAR acquisition efforts to prepare for forest planning throughout the province
	 Provided assistance on preparation of NEPA documents and response to comments on several forest projects (e.g. Biggie, King, Rim, Restoration of fire adapted ecosystems)
	 Participated in Post Fire Salvage Symposium, October 2014
	Inventory and Monitoring: 

	 Worked with the Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (ACCG) to develop a monitoring strategy (development/refinement of questions, monitoring templates, and methodology) with collaborators. 
	 Collaborated with other province ecologists to develop and implement a project documenting the Natural Range of Variability for Red Fir to provide information on multiple red fir projects throughout the Province
	 Coordinated and supervised a four person crew that provided monitoring assistance to the Stanislaus, Eldorado, Tahoe and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit as well as serving the greater needs of the province and region
	 Collaborated with Nicholas Dove, UC Merced student to facilitate work on Long-term mycorrhizal responses to wildfire in the South Fork of the American River
	 Established meadow monitoring plots at Lassen National Park, Yosemite National Park, and Sequoia-Kings National Parks to use as reference conditions for planning
	 Submitted manuscript, “Plant functional types in relation to disturbance and hydrologic gradients in mountain meadows, California, USA” to the journal Ecosphere for review
	Other Activities 

	 Generated additional program funding through external and internal partnerships
	 Attended 2015 annual Ecology group meeting in Meyers, CA
	 Worked with collaborators to implement agreements
	 Collaborated with regional Visual Design + Publishing Specialist to finalize California Bryophytes brochure
	Eldorado National Forest
	Climate Change: 


	 Assisted climate Change Coordinator on completion of the annual scorecard 
	Ecological Restoration: 

	 Participated in ongoing discussions on prioritizing areas for managed wildfires and ecological reasons for these designations
	 Worked with R5 Geospatial Services and the Remote Sensing Lab to utilize historic aerial photos to develop desired future conditions for ecological projects
	 Assisted on organizing field trips to discuss the Caples Creek ecological restoration project with collaborators
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 

	 Participated on the Fuel Treatment Effectiveness Team (FTEM) and evaluated treatments within the King Fire Phase 1 to meet National Reporting Requirements
	 Put together a preliminary of the FTEM within the King Fire
	 Assisted with the California Fire Science Consortium King Fire Field Tour
	 King Fire Public Presentations (California Native Plant Society, Amador Fire Safe Council)
	 Co-organized the King Fire Research Summit to discuss pertinent research efforts and how they could benefit planning
	Forest Planning/NEPA: 

	 Participated on the King Fire Restoration project Interdisciplinary Team
	o Co-developed a Fire Management Strategy
	o Co-developed a Vegetation Resilient Strategy
	o Completed an Ecological Analysis Report of the King Fire
	o Worked with the Research Natural Area committee to develop appropriate plans for the King Fire Restoration
	o Co-developed snag retention guidelines and collaborated with Point Blue to implement 
	o Provided aquatic guidance on treatment distance, coarse woody debris, and standing dead wood in riparian zones
	o Responded to ecological comments  
	o Assisted with reforestation planning
	 Worked with Amador district and ACCG on designing purpose and need and alternatives within the Power fire reforestation proposal
	 Developed an Ecological Framework for the Power Fire
	 Collaborated with Amador district and PSW to develop monitoring projects for the Power Fire
	 Provided assistance in project planning and participated in field trips discussing the Caples Creek priority watershed project
	Inventory and Monitoring: 

	 Assisted in planning the Caples Creek priority watershed project monitoring
	o Completed installing and sampling a monitoring grid 
	o Completed report detailing the departure of the watershed from the natural range of variability  and provided management recommendations
	 Completed post-fire monitoring in the Peavine RNA prior to the planned prescribed fires and updated the monitoring plan
	 Completed post-fire vegetation and avian monitoring in collaboration with UC Davis and Point Blue in the Power and Freds fires 
	Stanislaus National Forest
	Climate Change: 


	 Participated in Rim Fire Field Tour for the International Climate Change and Resource Meeting Seminar with USFS-International Programs and UC-Davis
	Ecological Restoration: 

	 Attended the Rim Reforestation Collaboration meetings 
	 Collaborated with the ACCG on red fir management/guidance for the Hemlock Landscape Restoration project 
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 

	 Produced the final report of the Fuel Treatment Effectiveness for the Rim Fire
	Forest Planning/NEPA: 

	 Provided ongoing assistance to Rim fire Recovery/Reforestation NEPA planning
	Inventory and Monitoring: 

	 Provided support to UC Berkeley collaborators in development of a monitoring network in the Rim Fire
	Tahoe National Forest
	Climate Change: 


	 Developed scenario planning for future climate changes and effects on vegetation
	Ecological Restoration: 

	 Participated in ongoing discussions on the importance and objectives of forest wide remote sensing acquisition
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 

	 Continued Historic Range of Variability work with the Yuba River District within the North Yuba River watershed (Pendola fire) in collaboration with University of Massachusetts.
	 Worked with TNF to develop fuel treatment parameterization
	 Organized and participated in a field trip with collaborators to discuss initial model outputs from HRV project
	Forest Planning/NEPA: 

	 Provided input on response to comments for post fire recovery and forest restoration projects
	Inventory and Monitoring: 

	 Coordination with R5 Remote sensing lab on monitoring protocol for LiDAR acquisition
	 Collected data supporting the LiDAR ground validation with a two person field crew 
	 Collaborated with UC Berkeley and the Pacific Southwest Research Station to collect pre-treatment vegetation data at Sagehen Experimental Forest
	Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
	Climate Change: 


	 Completed FY15 Climate change scorecard
	 Participated in the International programs Climate Change field trip with USFS-International Programs and UC-Davis, May 2015
	 Presentation and field trip for India Delegation on climate change, September 2015
	 Participated in Climate change workshop – The role of the Lahontan water board in adapting to climate change, January 2015
	Ecological Restoration: 

	 Provided monitoring guidance/oversight for monitoring of the Upper Truckee River Mussel Relocation Study
	 Completed draft mussel study monitoring assessment that provided guidance for relocation of approximately 7,000 mussels. Collaborated with landowners in the LTB to provide sites for relocation of mussels
	 Presented poster on preliminary data on mussel relocation at the Tahoe Science Conference
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels: 

	 Provided monitoring guidance and review for the 2014 Timber Waiver
	 Reviewed Tahoe Regional Planning Agencies stream environment zone (SEZ) definition and classification for the LTB
	Forest Planning/NEPA: 

	 Completed draft EA and decision notice for Restoration of Fire Adapted Ecosystems – Meadow Restoration to be signed by December 2015.
	 Provided monitoring feedback to Fredricks Meadow grazing permit 
	Inventory and Monitoring: 

	 Managed ecosystems monitoring program (budget, planning, reporting) 
	 Completed closing paperwork for SNPLMA monitoring project
	 Provided review and edits to the monitoring white papers
	 Drafted stream temperature monitoring plan, to be completed Q1 of FY16
	 Completed monitoring protocol and the associated monitoring for the Effects of Fuel Reduction Treatments on Spotted Owl Protected Activity Centers (PACs)
	 Completed Blackwood Creek Restoration Project 2011 and 2013 Vegetation Monitoring Report
	Other: 

	 Collaborated with the Washoe Tribe of NV and CA to completed annual operational needs for the Washoe Tending and Gathering Garden
	/
	Planning for post-King Fire monitoring, Peavine Point Research Natural Area, Eldorado NF
	/
	Pre-treatment inventory, Sagehen Collaborative Project, Tahoe NF
	/
	Yet another Rim Fire field trip, Stanislaus NF   
	/Pearlshell mussel relocation study, Lake Tahoe Basin Mgt Unit
	NORTHERN PROVINCE
	Provincewide
	Climate Change 


	 Began updating and revising the Climate Change Trend Summaries for each of the four Northern Province Forests
	Ecological Restoration

	 Expanded engagement with Humboldt State University professors and students in the areas of ecological restoration, climate change, and fire management
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Maintained fireline red card qualifications as Ecologist, Resource Advisor (READ), and Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) 
	 Advisory committee member for the Northern California section of the California Fire Science Delivery Network 
	 Member of the Northern Province Strategic Fire Planning Group 
	 Completed a WFDSS refresher training
	 Ongoing collaboration and province point-of-contact for Port Orford Cedar issues and root disease with PNW in R6 
	 Began modeling of dry/moist forest boundary for R5 Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) Survey and Manage
	 Collaborated with UC Extension on investigating the source of new occurrences of sudden oak death (SOD) in Humboldt County 
	 Coordinator for Research Natural Areas (RNAs) in the Klamath, Mendocino, Shasta-Trinity, and Six Rivers National Forests 
	 Met with researchers from Humboldt State University, PSW-Redwood Sciences Laboratory, and PSW-Redding Silviculture Laboratory to facilitate ongoing collaborations 
	 Continued participation with graduate students, tribal members, professors, agency employees, and community members interested in research in the Klamath Mountains – Karuk Collaborative 
	 Planning for post-fire restoration workshop in Yosemite in October
	 Wrote two book chapters on fire ecology to be published in an edited volume by the University of Utah Press
	Forest Planning/NEPA 

	 Collaborated with R5 Remote Sensing Lab to continue implementation of local updates and corrections to existing vegetation mapping and the creation of new EVEG layers for the Northern Province forests
	 Continued collaboration with the R5 Remote Sensing Lab to create and ground truth a seral stage geospatial interface (GI) tool for the Northwest Forest Plan forests 
	 Continued working with Northwest Forest Plan forest wildlife biologists and the R5 Remote Sensing Lab to create revised NSO and other threatened and endangered (T&E) species habitat crosswalks within the R5 existing vegetation GIS layer 
	 Participated in R5-wide conference calls on whitebark pine and red fir ecology and management issues 
	Inventory and Monitoring 

	 Supervised summer field crew of Humboldt State University students
	 Ongoing compilation and organization of data from previous Province Ecologists – supervising a volunteer student from Humboldt State University to scan ecology plot cards for upload into a database
	Other

	 Adjunct Professor in the Department of Forestry and Wildland Resources at Humboldt State University
	 Served on thesis and guidance committees for three MS students at Humboldt State University 
	 Reviewed scientific manuscripts for:
	o Ecological Applications
	o Ecosphere
	o Energy for Sustainable Development
	o Forest Ecology and Management
	o International Journal of Wildland Fire
	 Attended and presented program goals and accomplishments at the Regional Ecology Program Annual Meeting in February 2015
	 Completed five online advanced statistical training workshops in R
	 Executed a Cost-Share Agreement with Humboldt State University to provide collaborative ecological field data collection and monitoring support to the Klamath, Mendocino, Shasta-Trinity, and Six Rivers National Forests 
	 Participated in the Forest Service Middle Leader Program
	 Participated in hiring panel for Southern California Province Ecologist
	 Started hiring process for Northern Province Assistant Ecologist position
	Six Rivers National Forest
	Climate Change 


	 Provided project-level support on climate change questions
	 Provided input for the climate change scorecard
	 Presented to the SRF FLT on the Climate Change Trend Summary and the Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment
	Ecological Restoration 

	 Ongoing support to the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership (WKRP) for meetings, field visits, monitoring, modeling, LiDAR, and science core team participation
	 Ongoing support to Sims Fire Restoration Strategy ID team for the Six Rivers and Shasta-Trinity National Forests
	 Assisted with LiDAR data processing and coordination with RSL for the Sims Fire restoration planning effort
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Provided support and field plot data to the R5 Remote Sensing Lab for the update of the Six Rivers existing vegetation layer
	 Worked with the R5 Remote Sensing Lab to ensure the inclusion of Ukonom Ranger District in Six Rivers data deliverables
	 Worked with Six Rivers wildlife biologists and program manager to build wildlife queries for new existing vegetation layer
	 Procured and installed high-end desktop computer for LiDAR data and advanced GIS modeling for use by all staff
	 Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights
	 Provided assistance to the READs and BAER teams for the 2015 Six Rivers fires
	 Provided support to SRF Fire and Natural Resources staffs
	Forest Planning/NEPA 

	 Facilitator for Northwest Forest Plan listening session in Redding
	 Presented to the SRF FLT on the status of the Northwest Forest Plan Science Synthesis, dry/moist forest boundary line, and natural range of variation assessments
	 Organized a presentation on LiDAR technology and its potential uses in Forest planning and management for Six Rivers Forest specialists and program managers
	 Facilitated with LiDAR acquisitions for the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership
	Inventory and Monitoring 

	 Provided input for year-end WFRP monitoring report for Northern Province Ecology Program budget in WFHF
	Other

	 Met with Six Rivers NF Line Officers to facilitate future coordination and build FY 2015 program of work
	 Participated in Six Rivers program of work and workforce planning meetings 
	 Mentor to a new Six Rivers employee
	Klamath National Forest
	Climate Change 


	 Provided project-level support on climate change questions
	 Provided input for the climate change scorecard
	Ecological Restoration 

	 Ongoing support to the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership (WKRP) for meetings, field visits, monitoring, modeling, LiDAR, and science core team participation
	 Provided support to KNF agreement with HSU and PSW to visually model ecological restoration on a watershed scale
	 Provided support and review for the Sugar Creek Research Natural Area management strategy
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels

	 Submitted manuscript for review to Fremontia (in press, Jan 2016):
	o DeSiervo, M.H., E.S. Jules, M.E. Kauffmann, D.S. Bost, and R.J. Butz. Revisiting John Sawyer and Dale Thornburgh’s 1969 vegetation plots in the Russian Wilderness: a legacy continued
	 Submitted manuscript for review to the American Journal of Botany:
	o Jules, E.S., M.H. DeSiervo, D.S. Bost, E.L. Stigter, and R.J. Butz. Using the 1969 Sawyer-Thornburgh plots to evaluate changes in forest composition and structure in northern California
	 Facilitated discussions and executed an agreement between Penn State University, PSW Redding, the Klamath National Forest, and the Shasta-Trinity National Forest to conduct modeling of spatial controls on fire severity in the Klamath Mountains
	 Provided support for the Westside Fire Recovery project
	 Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights
	 Participated in Westside Fire Recovery public meeting held in Eureka
	 Provided support to KNF Fire and Natural Resources staffs
	Forest Planning/NEPA 

	 Assisted KNF with LiDAR acquisition for the Elk Creek watershed on the Happy Camp Ranger District
	Inventory and Monitoring 

	 Provided ecological monitoring section for the FY 2015 Monitoring and Evaluation Report
	 Provided funding and support to Humboldt State University and the Forest to resample Sawyer and Thornburgh ecology plots in Sugar Creek Research Natural Area and Duck Lakes Botanical Area from the 1960s 
	Other

	 Met with Klamath NF staff to build FY 2015 program of work
	 Coordinated with KNF staff regarding transfer of Province Ecologist equipment, data, and materials from Happy Camp Ranger District to the SRF
	Mendocino National Forest

	 Provided project-level support on climate change questions
	 Provided input for the climate change scorecard
	 Presented to the FireScape group on climate change
	 Participated in FireScape collaborative meetings in Elk Creek and Covelo
	 Participated in the FireScape large-scale vegetation subgroup field exercise in Upper Lake
	 Provided support and field plot data to the R5 Remote Sensing Lab for the update of the Mendocino existing vegetation layer
	 Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights
	Inventory and Monitoring 

	 Established a plan for knobcone pine monitoring on the forest with the MNF Fire Ecologist, Rick Mowery
	Other

	 Met with Mendocino NF natural resources and fire and fuels staffs to facilitate future coordination and build FY 2015 program of work
	 Provided support to MNF Fire Ecologist and Natural Resources staff
	Shasta-Trinity National Forest
	Climate Change 


	 Provided project-level support on climate change questions
	 Provided input for the climate change scorecard
	Ecological Restoration 

	 Ongoing support to Sims Fire Restoration Strategy ID team for the Six Rivers and Shasta-Trinity National Forests
	 Assisted with LiDAR data processing and coordination with RSL for the Sims Fire restoration planning effort
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Facilitated discussions and executed an agreement between Penn State University, PSW Redding, the Klamath National Forest, and the Shasta-Trinity National Forest to conduct modeling of spatial controls on fire severity in the Klamath Mountains
	 Assisted with one day of the aerial forest health survey flights
	 Provided support and field plot data to the R5 Remote Sensing Lab for the update of the Shasta-Trinity existing vegetation layer
	Inventory and Monitoring 

	 Analyzed data and drafted a manuscript for publication on the past three years of data collection on eight Neviusia (Shasta snow wreath) populations around Shasta Lake
	Other

	 Met with Shasta-Trinity NF Natural Resources Staff Officer to build FY 2015 program of work
	 Provided support to SHF Fire and Natural Resources staffs
	International 

	 Tanzania – provided GIS, land management planning, and ecology support to the Tuungane Project, a consortium of The Nature Conservancy, Pathfinder International, and the Frankfurt Zoological Society, that is focused on village land tenure, management planning, and forest conservation (August 2015)
	/
	SIERRA CASCADE PROVINCE
	Provincewide
	Ecological Restoration


	 Collaborated with researchers and staff from the Pacific Southwest Region (PSW) research station, Lassen National Forest (LNF), and Plumas National Forest (PNF) to develop a long-term experiment to test if different reforestation approaches can promote the development of fire resilient, heterogeneous forests after the Moonlight and Eiler fires.
	 Organized the Fire Restoration Data Sharing Workshop, in Quincy, California (April 1, 2015), including six presenters and 34 attendees. Presented information describing the use of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data in post-fire restoration: Coppoletta, M. 2015. Short introduction to LiDAR: What is it? What data do we currently have? How are we using LiDAR digital elevation models (DEMs) to design and analyze fire restoration projects? 
	 Worked with the Regional Ecology Program to organize a post-fire restoration workshop, including resource specialists and research scientists from a wide range of disciplines, including soils, wildlife, silviculture, and fire ecology (held October 2015). 
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Completed manuscript investigating factors that influence reburn severity in five overlapping fires (2000 Storrie, 2008 Rich, 2008 BTU, 2010 Bar, and 2012 Chips fires). Currently in press in Ecological Applications. Also presented results at the Forest Watershed Symposium in Susanville, California (March 12, 2015): Coppoletta, M., Merriam, K., and B. Collins 2015. Influence of post-fire vegetation and fuels on fire severity patterns in reburns: implications for restoration. http://celassen.ucanr.edu/2015_Forest_Management_and_Watershed_Science_Symposium/
	 Participated in the California Fire Science Consortium (CFSC), a network of scientists and managers funded by the Joint Fire Science Program (JFSP) to synthesize local fire science and encourage collaboration between fire researchers, land managers, and stakeholders. Prepared a research brief, For many Califonia forest ecosystems, fuels matter, available on the CFSC’s website.
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Hired and supervised a crew responsible for installing LiDAR verification plots in the Moonlight Fire on the PNF and LNF in collaboration with the PSW Research Station. Data from these plots will be used to derive metrics (e.g. canopy cover, basal area, tree density) that will be used in restoration planning and monitoring efforts. 
	 Evaluated forest health and stand conditions in red fir forests with active fire regimes as part of region-wide effort to develop reference conditions for this important vegetation type.
	 Participated in a UC Davis Extension range use monitoring methods training workshop hosted by the LNF (June 17, 2015). 
	Other

	 Served as a member of the regional Research Natural Areas (RNA) committee. Reviewed and approved research permits for RNAs across the region. Attended a 2-day RNA committee meeting in Davis.
	 Attended the Aspen Ecology and Restoration Management in California workshop hosted by the CFSC and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit. 
	Lassen National Forest
	Climate Change


	 Entered and analyzed data characterizing vegetation composition, forest structure, and fuels as part of a collaborative project investigating the effects of different silviculture prescriptions on snow melt dynamics on the LNF.
	Ecological Restoration

	 Collaborated with PSW to obtain a $164,000 JFSP grant to investigate vegetation succession and identify potential restoration actions for old-growth ponderosa pine forests (pineries) on the LNF. Attended field trip with district and forest interdisciplinary team (IDT) to discuss restoration options and approaches (October 2015).
	 Served as the monitoring coordinator for the Burney Hat Creek Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Project (CFLRP) on the LNF; this included: 
	o Coordinating the multiparty monitoring working group; 
	o Completing the annual CLFRP monitoring report;
	o Attending local and regional (i.e. Sierra Cascades All Lands Enhancement) collaborative meetings; and
	o Hiring, training, and supervision of a five person CFLR monitoring field crew.  
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Worked with the silviculturist to develop landscape-scale restoration objectives and treatments for the Plum Project.
	 Worked with the Pacific Northwest Research Station on a project investigating the effectiveness of fuel treatments after the Bald Fire.  
	 In collaboration with the Forest Health Protection (FHP), collected tree cores from large trees (>24” dbh) to assess the impact of different thinning prescriptions on large tree growth and release.
	Forest Planning/NEPA 

	 Developed a proposal and received $105,980 in funding for LiDAR acquisition for the CFLRP area encompassing 97,650 acres. 
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Presented results of study, Livestock use has positive, negative and neutral effects on Orcuttia tenuis (slender Orcutt grass) in northeastern California vernal pools to range conservation, botany, and other interested resource staff at the LNF Supervisor’s Office in Susanville, California (April 14, 2015): Merriam, K.E.  2015. The effect of grazing on the federally threatened slender Orcutt grass in northeastern California vernal pools. 
	 Coordinated the following monitoring projects as part of the CFLRP: 
	o Installed 30 LiDAR  verification plots in collaboration with the PSW Research Station; 
	o Conducted an inventory and assessment of aspen stands to identify potential restoration opportunities; 
	o Installed permanent monitoring plots and collected pre-treatment data to assess the effectiveness of juniper removal in restoring meadow and sagebrush vegetation; 
	o Established permanent monitoring plots within the Eiler Fire to identify factors that influence post-fire regeneration of Baker cypress and determine how post-fire conditions, such as shrub and canopy cover, influence Baker cypress seedling survival over the long-term; and
	o Re-read permanent plots in the Burney Springs Meadow Complex (established in 2012) to determine the effect of the 2014 Eiler Fire (and related suppression efforts) on plant community composition, cover, and structure. 
	Modoc National Forest
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 


	 Contributed to revisions of the Northeastern Plateaus chapter of the Fire in California’s Ecosystems book, addressing fire regimes and effects in the Modoc Plateau and Northeastern Basin and Range Ecoregions, including the Modoc National Forest (MDF) and portions of the LNF.  
	 Revised book chapter describing the distribution and status of vegetation types across the Modoc Plateau for a California Native Plant Society and California Department of Fish and Wildlife book about the vegetation of California, due for publication in December, 2015.
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Submitted revised manuscript, Livestock use has positive, negative and neutral effects on Orcuttia tenuis (slender Orcutt grass) in northeastern California vernal pools to the journal Rangeland Ecology and Management for review.  
	 Conducted long term status and trend monitoring of federally listed vernal pool grass species Orcuttia tenuis and Tuctoria greeenei in coordination with MDF botanists as part of an agreement with the US Fish and Wildlife Service. 
	Plumas National Forest
	Climate Change


	 Served on the PNF climate change team. Finalized the FY15 PNF Climate Change Action Plan. 
	Ecological Restoration

	 Worked closely with an Enterprise team to finalize survey units, project costs, treatment units, and prescriptions for restoration of serpentine habitats (in 2000 Storrie and 2008 Rich fires) and meadow and aspen stands (in the 2007 Moonlight Fire).
	 Developed a cooperative agreement with Dr. David Cooper and Colorado State University to identify, prioritize and develop restoration plans for fen wetland ecosystems as part of the Storrie and Rich Fire Restoration Strategy and the Moonlight Fire Restoration Strategy. 
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Worked with the Audubon Society, Feather River Land Trust, Maidu Consortium, and the public to develop a fire management plan for private and public lands in Plumas County.
	 Collaborated with PSW researchers and PNF staff to identify historic reference conditions from 1940s photos taken within the Moonlight Fire.
	Forest Planning/NEPA

	 Completed project design and NEPA analysis for a 285-acre fuel treatment project to protect young Baker cypress from subsequent fires before they mature. Obligated $235,000 to tribal partners Mooretown Rancheria for project implementation. 
	 Designed site-specific restoration treatments for aspen communities in the Moonlight Fire, including: 
	o Visiting aspen stands throughout the fire area to evaluate shading, browsing, apical dominance, and fuels concerns;
	o Identifying new aspen stands for inclusion in restoration efforts; 
	o Working closely with the IDT to develop GIS treatment data layers; and 
	o Contributing to the Proposed Action and Purpose and Need for the Environmental Assessment; 
	 Conducted condition assessments of meadow and fen ecosystems, including measuring livestock utilization, to contribute to development of Proposed Action for Range NEPA. 
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Continued monitoring post-fire survival and growth of Baker cypress at the Mud Lake RNA.  
	 Collected 7th year of data for experiment designed to evaluate the effects of competition and overstory canopy cover on growth and survival of Baker cypress.
	 Established pre-treatment plots to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed fuel treatments at the Mud Lake RNA. 
	 Monitored baseline conditions (i.e. pre-treatment) in serpentine habitats where thinning and prescribed fire restoration treatments are planned.
	 Continued implementation of the Rich Fire Restoration Astragalus webberi Habitat Enhancement Project, including:
	o Coordinating with Chester and Greenville High School (HS) teachers and students to scarify, plant, grow, and monitor A. webberi seedlings in the greenhouse; plant seedlings in the field (10/24 and 10/30); and monitor survival of planted seedlings (5/6 and 5/20);
	o Monitoring A. webberi germination and survival in field-planted seed plots; and 
	o Mentoring a Quincy HS student that will complete a senior project investigating the effect of shading and variable watering on A. webberi survival and growth.
	 Installed long-term aspen density monitoring transects to evaluate the effects of different treatments: cutting aspen to stimulate regeneration, conifer removal, grapple piling, and browsing. 
	 Established long-term monitoring plots to evaluate the impacts of leaf blight and four years of drought on aspen survival in collaboration with FHP. 
	 Conducted pre-treatment monitoring in spotted owl protected activity centers to evaluate the effect of thinning and prescribed burning on key habitat characteristics. 
	 Conducted 8th year of monitoring focused on the long-term ecological response of fen vegetation to livestock exclusion. Presented results at the Tahoe Science Symposium in Reno, Nevada (September 21, 2015): Markwith, S. H., Merriam, K., and Coppoletta, M. On the Fens: Monitoring the effects of livestock use in northern Sierra Nevada fens.
	Other

	 Hired and supervised a three person field crew. 
	 Organized a Wilderness First Aid course for Forest personnel.
	 Led outdoor education forest ecology hikes for 6th grade students (October 8, 2015)
	 Made two presentations to the California Native Plant Society (State Chapter Council meeting, Quincy, California, May 30, 2015): 
	o Coppoletta M. and J. Bishop 2015. The Ecology of Plumas NF Special Habitats: Fens and Serpentinite. 
	o Merriam, K.E.  2015. Restoring fire regimes to maintain Baker cypress.
	 Led field trip with public, non-profit, tribal, and agency partners to discuss opportunities to restore vegetation types adapted to high-severity fire regimes, including Baker cypress.
	 Led field trip with public, California Native Plant Society non-profit, and agency partners to discuss opportunities to restore fen wetland ecosystems on the Plumas National Forest. 
	/
	Vernal pool monitoring, Modoc MF
	 /
	Installing reference meadow monitoring plots, Lassen National Park
	/
	Volunteers helping with milkvetch seed planting, Plumas NF
	SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PROVINCE
	Provincewide
	Climate Change


	 Provided expert input for EcoAdapt climate vulnerability assessment in grassland and oak woodlands 
	 Participated in EcoAdapt climate vulnerability and adaptation workshop
	 Developed methodology for calculating the biomass of carbon in aboveground chaparral vegetation
	 Member of the oversight committee and Forest Service liaison for the Santa Clara Ecosystem Service and Socio-Economic Vulnerability Assessments
	o Reviewed funding proposals
	o Provided feedback on Marxan conservation prioritization modeling effort
	o Summarized R5’s approach to conducting post-fire damage and cost recovery following fire
	Ecological Restoration

	 Partnered with UC Santa Barbara to monitor the effect of fire on coastal sage scrub and grassland communities
	 Collaborated with San Diego State University to develop project focusing on the ecological effects following GSOB-induced oak mortality
	 Presented poster at UC Natural Reserve System conference focusing on grassland restoration
	 Participated in a TNC organized workshop with the goal of enhancing biodiversity in the city of Los Angeles
	 Collaborated on Ecology manuscript that evaluates the long-term competitive outcome of exotic annual vs native perennial grasses in California
	Fire & Fuels

	 Established a southern California Fire Ecology working group to encourage dialogue between province fuels planners and ecologists 
	 Participated in meetings for the southern California fuelbreak prioritization assessment 
	 Carried out basic fire fighter training and earned fire red card
	Land Management & Planning

	 Provided monitoring guidance for the new forest planning monitoring rule 
	o Produced the best available science (BASI)  for using exotic annual grasses as focal species
	o Consulted on the efficacy of selecting additional focal species (coast live oak)
	o Contributed monitoring questions and indicators for ‘climate change and other stressor monitoring’ efforts across the province
	 Participated in Wilderness Training through the Arthur Carhart National Wilderness Training Center
	Outreach

	 Co-organized SoCal chaparral symposium to bring together land managers, public and academics to discuss the ecosystem services provided by the chaparral
	 Contributing author and editor for proposed book entitled ‘The Ecological Value of Chaparral Landscapes’
	 Provided ecological guidance to resource staff officers on monthly province-wide calls
	 Delivered lecture at UC Santa Barbara for Environmental Studies students on the history and challenges of managing US Forest Service lands 
	 Consulted with three graduate students regarding research projects on National Forest Lands
	 Participated in goldspotted oak borer research, education and outreach calls
	 Participated in new Forest Service employees training
	 Participated in spatial ecology training at UC Santa Barbara
	Angeles National Forest
	Climate Change


	 Interacted with UC Riverside to evaluate their approach to measuring chaparral type conversion across the Angeles forest 
	Inventory & Monitoring

	 Participated in working group for the high speed rail project
	 Provided feedback to California Native Plant Society and Enterprise team for Bigcone Douglas-fir mapping and monitoring 
	Cleveland National Forest
	Climate Change


	 Continued work on climate change trend summary
	Ecological Restoration
	 Provided feedback for coastal sage scrub restoration in the San Diego River Gorge
	o Site visit and scouting trip
	o Reviewed coastal sage scrub contract and proposed restoration plan 
	o Worked with resource staff to develop experimental design for coastal sage scrub restoration
	Fire & Fuels

	 Worked with RO and Mexican scientists to employ field training and data collection in collaboration with fuels and fire suppression staff 
	Inventory & Monitoring

	 Collaborated with CNF fuels to establish permanent Common Stand Exams on Laguna Mountain to evaluate the effectiveness of fuel reduction activities
	o Led field crew to complete tree and regeneration measurements
	o Contracted with botanist to inventory herbaceous plant community
	o Entered field data
	Los Padres National Forest
	Climate Change


	 Estimated aboveground carbon biomass for shrubland habitats and fulfilled element 9 on the climate change scorecard
	 Completed climate change trend summary
	Fire & Fuels

	 Organized vegetation management meeting with fire and resource staff and external partners to discuss fire ecology and the proposed Santa Barbara Front Country project
	o Presented best available science on fire ecology in chaparral
	o Worked with fire staff to lead field trip focusing in fuel breaks in the chaparral   
	 Visited the Cuesta Fire and discussed approaches to evaluate regeneration following fire suppression activities
	 Participated in field trip and discussion for forest health project on the Mt. Pinos
	 Member of the National Fish and Wildlife (NFWF) advisory team to allocate fire settlement restoration funds for the Zaca and Piru Fires
	o Participated in watershed restoration strategy design and field trips
	o Reviewed conservation framework for the fire scars
	o Participate in bi-weekly conference calls with advisory team and NFWF 
	Inventory & Monitoring

	 Continued discussion with UC Davis researchers regarding sudden oak death and California bay laurel management in Big Sur  
	San Bernardino National Forest
	Ecological Restoration


	 Toured reforestation efforts following the Mountain Fire
	 Toured and discussed successes and challenges of forest health and shaded fuel break projects around the community of Idyllwild
	/
	Field trip to San Gabriel National Monument, Angeles NF
	/
	Installing fuels monitoring plots, Laguna Mountain, Cleveland NF
	/
	2nd Southern California chaparral symposium, Arcadia
	/
	Ecosystem services workshop for Los Padres NF and partners, Santa Maria
	SOUTHERN SIERRA PROVINCE
	Provincewide
	Climate Change


	 Served as ongoing representative in the Southern Sierra Conservation Cooperative (SSCC) MOU for SNF, INF, and SQF during biannual meetings; SSCC partners include NPS (Sequoia and Kings Canyon NP), BLM, TNC, CBI, SNC, and other organizations
	o Reviewed and sponsored proposal for NPS funding focused on monitoring the effects of climate change on giant sequoia groves (SEKI, SQF, SNF)
	 Participated in Giant Sequoia Working Group focused on sequoia restoration, monitoring, and public engagement opportunities in the Sierra Nevada
	o Assisted Save the Redwoods League and Giant Sequoia Working Group in preparation of Giant sequoia and climate change workhop in Clovis, CA
	o Gave technical presentation at sequoia and climate change workshop
	 Lead author in Climate Change section of Forest Plan DEIS
	Vegetation, Fire and Fuels 

	 Gave presentation at the California Prescribed Fire Council Fall Meeting in Sacramento, CA
	 Published manuscript entitled Forest Fire Severity Patterns of Resource Objective Wildfires in the Southern Sierra Nevada in Journal of Forestry
	 Served on California Fire Science Consortium Sierra Nevada section
	o Provided four California Fire Science Consortium research briefs summarizing four fire ecology publications (S. Sierra province ecologist was primary author or coauthor for all of these publications)
	 Served as co-chair of Interagency Southern Sierra Nevada Fire Science Integration Working Group to facilitate fire science and management integration
	o Published manuscript entitled Principles of effective USA federal fire management plans on recommendations for the revision of fire management plans in the southern Sierra Nevada to be submitted to the Journal Fire Ecology (USFS, NPS, USGS)
	 Coauthored manuscript entitled Effects of fire on small mammal communities in frequent-fire forests in California published in Journal of Mammalogy
	 Assisted in planning of post-fire restoration workshop
	Forest Planning/NEPA

	 Drafted and reviewed plan components for westside and eastside vegetation in the draft Forest Plans (Inyo, Sequoia, and Sierra National Forests)
	o Served as lead for upper montane, subalpine, and alpine vegetation 
	o Contributed to the development of plan elements for low- to mid-elevation forests, woodlands, shrublands, old forests, “complex early seral” habitat, and other types
	 Provided multiple technical reviews of forest plan components for forest-wide vegetation, westside and eastside vegetation, at-risk species, fire management, invasive species, watershed condition, aquatic ecosystems, climate change relevant sections, and the plan monitoring plan
	 Served as lead author in the Forest Plan Revision (FPR) Climate, Ecological Vulnerability, and Adaptation section in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
	 Served as coauthor of the FPR Terrestrial Ecosystems and Vegetation sections of the DEIS
	 Drafted monitoring questions and indicators for terrestrial ecosystem, climate change, and other stressors in the Forest Plans Monitoring Plan of the DEIS
	 Served on technical forest plan revision “strike team” to address various “red flag” issues stemming from multidisciplinary inconsistencies and incongruences in the DEIS and Forest Plans
	 Addressed significant technical issues and problems related to terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, climate change and adaptation, fire resilience, and monitoring for the FPR Planning Team
	 Served as main technical expert in the incorporation of the Region 5 Ecology Natural Range of Variation (NRV) assessments in the three Forest Plans and DEIS
	 Assisted in ongoing technical reviews and incorporation of planning information related to the Southern Sierra fisher conservation strategy and California spotted owl interim recommendations
	 Gave technical presentation on ecological monitoring in the national forests of the Sierra Nevada at the Sierra Cascade Dialog session focused on Monitoring, which included a diverse group of stakeholders, researchers, and agency staff
	o Also served on professional panel focused on USFS monitoring and adaptive management
	Inventory and Monitoring

	 Coordinated and initiated red fir forest health monitoring project in Yosemite NP
	o Coordinated red fir forest inventory between Regional Ecology Program and Forest Health Protection (FHP) for Region 5 (Southern Sierra Shared Service Area) focused on natural range of variation in Sierra Nevada red fir forests
	o Drafted and submitted red fir forest health proposal to FHP funding program in collaboration with FHP, PSW, Yosemite NP, and R5 Ecology Program
	Other

	 Provided multiple technical reviews of Southern Sierra Nevada Fisher Conservation Strategy, including foraging, diet, fire effects, and climate change sections
	 Provided multiple technical reviews of California Spotted Owl Conservation Assessment and Interim Recommendations
	 Participated in research-management partnership with NASA Ames DEVELOP Program in project focused on providing vegetation management decision support tools to forest managers
	 Mentored undergraduate student in the National Science Foundation (NSF) Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program sponsored by the University of California Merced Sierra Nevada Research Institute (SNRI) and Yosemite National Park
	Sierra National Forest
	Climate Change


	 Assisted SNF climate change coordinator with climate change scorecard
	 Presented climate change trends and adaptation training to Bass Lake and High Sierra Ranger Districts (SNF) natural resources, planning, and fire and fuels staff
	Ecological Restoration

	 Provided technical support to the Dinkey Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Project (CFLRP)
	o Served as Dinkey Monitoring Work Group co-chair
	o Assisted Monitoring Coordinator of the Dinkey CFLRP in review of the Dinkey Ecological Monitoring Plan
	o Coordinated LiDAR-based ecological monitoring for the Dinkey CFLRP
	o Served on Science and Monitoring Symposium steering committee
	o Provided support for annual ecological monitoring report
	 Provided fire science information to Valley Public Radio reporter in the 2015 Willow Fire (field interview)
	 Mentored (with SNF Ecosystem Staff Officer) Presidential Management Fellow (PMF) ecologist from Region 2 during 4-month PMF rotation resulting in the following accomplishments:
	o Completion of Yosemite toad habitat model for the SNF
	o Creation of research and monitoring geodatabase for the SNF
	o Development of fuel treatment decision-support tool for the SNF
	Vegetation, Fire, and Fuels

	 Provided letter of support and logistic support to PSW for collaborative ecological research at Teakettle Creek RNA/Teakettle Experimental Forest (SNF)
	o Research was funded by the Joint Fire Science Program (starting 2015)
	 Worked with Conservation Biology Institute in the development of a fuel treatment decision support tool focused on the SNF (project development contingent on Prop. 1 funding)
	Forest Planning/NEPA

	 Provided technical review of the SNF Forest Plan
	Sequoia National Forest
	Forest Planning/NEPA


	 Provided technical review of the SQF Forest Plan
	 Provided technical input in definition of “complex early seral” habitats and post-fire management
	Vegetation, Fire, and Fuels

	 Provided technical feedback to Adaptive Management Services Enterprise Team (AMSET) Fire Behavior Assessment Team (FBAT) for fire effects monitoring in the 2015 Rough Fire on the SQF and SNF (also the 2015 Willow Fire on the SNF)
	Inyo National Forest
	Ecological Restoration


	 Ongoing participation and facilitation of INF “Ecology Team” focused on addressing ecological science integration needs for the INF
	Inventory and Monitoring 

	 Coordinated and conducted pre-treatment ecological monitoring at the Indiana Summit RNA including the collection of vegetation, fuels, and other data
	 Prepared science manuscript focused on whitebark pine inventory on the Inyo NF entitled Mortality, structure, and regeneration in whitebark pine stands impacted by mountain pine beetle in the southern Sierra Nevada to be submitted to the Canadian Journal of Forest Research in FY 2016
	Forest Planning/NEPA

	 Provided focused technical review of the INF Forest Plan
	/
	Sequoia Science Workshop, Three Rivers
	/Sampling reference meadow monitoring plots, Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks
	/
	Red fir forest inventory, southern Sierra Nevada
	/Installing forest and fuels plots in preparation for prescribed fire, Indiana Summit RNA, Inyo NF
	R.E.P. SUPPORT TO USFS INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
	/
	Visiting Turkish Forest Service (OGM) tree 
	nursery near Konya, Turkey
	/
	Forest management field trip, Intern. 
	Climate Change and Res. Mgt seminar, LTBMU
	/
	Savanna-forest dynamics monitoring, 
	Republic of Congo
	/
	Mediterranean Forest Week and SilvaMed 
	meetings, Barcelona, Spain
	/
	Grazing mgt and meadow condition assessment,
	 Sierra de la Laguna Biosphere Reserve, Mexico
	/
	MEDECOS XIII, international Mediterranean 
	ecologoy meetings, Chile
	R5 ECOLOGY PROGRAM EXTERNAL PARTNERS
	 Bureau of Land Management (Climate change adaptation conference, Baker Cypress study, OHV Monitoring, Inyo NF-BLM fuels planning)
	 California Department of Fish and Game (Rare plants monitoring, statewide vegetation mapping and classification standards, State vegetation plots database, Black Backed Woodpecker working group)
	 California Energy Commission (Interagency Forestry Working Group)
	 CalFire (California Fire Science Consortium, climate change adaptation conference, California fire perimeter database)
	 California Native Plant Society (Statewide vegetation mapping standards, State vegetation plots database, chapter presentations)
	 California State Parks (Climate change adaptation conference, LTBMU: meadow condition and trend monitoring and Emerald Point old growth inventory)
	 Chico State University Herbarium (serpentine geoecology and fire ecology field seminars)
	 CONAFOR-Mexican Forest Service (Baja California fire management working group)
	 CONANP-Mexican Park Service (Baja California fire management working group, General Land Office forest structure validation study, fire severity monitoring)
	 Conservation Biology Institute (California Spotted Owl conservation strategy, Pacific Fisher conservation assessment and Strategy, vegetation and fire modeling under future climate change scenarios)
	 EcoAdapt (Southern California climate change adaptation project)
	 Eldorado Irrigation District (Caples Restoration Project)
	 Herger-Feinstein/Quincy Library Group (LNF, PNF, and TNF Monitoring program)
	 Humboldt State University/Department of Biological Sciences (Chips Fire reburn study, Plumas NF; Northern Province inventory and monitoring; Sugar Creek RNA, Klamath NF) 
	 Humboldt State University/Geography Department (Restoration visualization modeling, Klamath NF)
	 Institute for Bird Populations (Black Backed Woodpecker working group)
	 Joint Fire Sciences Program (California Fire Science Consortium; fire-dependent cypress species study, Plumas and Klamath NFs; Beaver Creek Pinery prescribed fire study, Lassen NF)
	 Michigan State University (Santa Clara River ecosystem services assessment, wildfire charcoal production study)
	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration (DEVELOP National Program, Ames Research Center; fire effects on watersheds and snowpack)
	 Natural Areas Association (National NAA board, climate change adaptation conference)
	 National Forest Foundation (Treasured Landscapes Initiative; climate change adaptation conference, forest restoration projects)
	 National Park Service/Santa Monica Mountains NRA (SoCal chaparral symposium)
	 National Park Service/Sequoia and Kings Canyon NP (Southern Sierra Parks resource planning; Golden Trout Wilderness SCI and meadow inventory and monitoring, red fir forest health in fire-adapted landscapes)
	 National Park Service/Yosemite NP (General Land Office forest structure validation study, red fir forest health in fire-adapted landscapes ecological inventory)
	 National Park Service/Western Pacific Region (climate change adaptation conference, California Fire Science Consortium, Southern Sierra Nevada Fire Science Integration Working Group)
	 Natural Resource Conservation Service/Soil survey (Ecosite development)
	 Northern California Prescribed Fire Council (future with fire conference)
	 Pennsylvania State University (Teakettle Experimental Forest carbon stocks study)
	 Point Blue Conservation Science (science advisory committee; Black Backed Woodpecker working group; bird and bat monitoring projects)
	 PNW-Research Station (PNW) (NWFP: fuel treatment needs in eastside pine)
	 PSW-Research Station (PSW) (Forest Planning science syntheses; GTR-220 & 237 implementation; Regional Research Natural Area Program; California Fire Science Consortium; postfire restoration workshop; Black Backed Woodpecker working group; Klamath Mountains: fire severity study; GLORIA climate change monitoring; red fir forest health ecological inventory; Teakettle Experimental Forest carbon stocks and prescribed fire re-measurement studies)
	 Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (Regional aspen initiative, Project level: Klamath NF, Lassen NF, Shasta-Trinity NF)
	 Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS) (Santa Clara River watershed ecosystem services assessment, study of fire severity and relationship to postfire avian fauna; Black Backed Woodpecker working group; assessment of socioeconomic vulnerability to  climate change)
	 Save the Redwoods League (Giant sequoia and climate workshop in Clovis, CA)
	 Sierra Forest Legacy (Sierra Nevada forest management; southern Sierra Nevada prescribed fire council; negotiations with EPA, Cal EPA, etc., re. smoke emissions from Rx fire; fuel treatment effectiveness and ecological effects monitoring, RNA fuels management)
	 Society for Range Management, Nevada (Aspen Delineation Project)
	 Southern Sierra Conservation Cooperative (climate change adaptation and vulnerability assessment in the southern Sierra Nevada)
	 Southern Sierra Fire Science Working Group (fire science symposium focused on federal lands in the southern Sierra Nevada; ecoregional federal fire management plan assessment)
	 Southern Sierra Prescribed Fire Council (fire management in the southern Sierra Nevada; future with fire conference)
	 Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (Healthy Vegetation and Hazardous Fuels desired conditions and monitoring protocols; LTBMU meadow management plan; GLORIA climate change monitoring; Threshold monitoring)
	 TerraPeninsular (Baja California fire management working group)
	 The Nature Conservancy (climate change adaptation conference, SoCal chaparral symposium, Northern and Southern Sierra Partnership climate change adaptation planning)
	 The Wilderness Society (climate change adaptation conference, Wildland Fire Use policies; Sierra Nevada management under climate change; ecological monitoring of the Dinkey Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Project)
	 University of California- Berkeley/Department of Environmental Science, Policy and Management  (California Fire Science Consortium, General Land Office forest structure validation study, comparative study of current fire regimes in Sierra Nevada and Sierra San Pedro Martir, Mexico; historic, landscape-scale forest stand structure in the southern Sierra Nevada)
	 University of California-Berkeley, Center for Fire Research and Outreach (climate change adaptation conference, CFRO advisory committee)
	 University of California-Davis/Department of Environmental Science and Policy (California Fire Science Consortium, Ecology Program cost-share position, General Land Office forest structure validation study, study of grazing and productivity effects on annual grassland composition, summer field crew coordination)
	 University of California-Davis/Department of Plant Pathology (Sudden Oak Death impacts on fire severity and forest fuels)
	 University of California-Davis/Department of Plant Sciences (study of fire and climate change effects on Sierra Nevada oaks, postfire tree regeneration inventory, study of climate effects on forest regeneration, forest structure and climate comparison study between Baja California and eastern Sierra Nevada Jeffrey pine forests)
	 University of California-Davis/Information Center for the Environment (Santa Clara River watershed ecosystem services assessment; International Climate Change and Resource Management Seminar; FRID mapping; Wieslander VTM map digitization; resampling of 1930s VTM vegetation plots)
	 University of California Extension (California Fire Science Consortium, southern Sierra Nevada prescribed fire council; Sierra Nevada Adaptive Management Project, Tahoe Wildfire Summit, forest and fire ecology outreach)
	 University of California-Merced (study of fire impacts on forest mycorrhizae; National Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program; red fir forest health in fire-adapted landscapes)
	 University of Massachusetts (historical range of variation assessments, westslope Sierra Nevada)
	 University of Montana (Angora Fire monitoring, Moonlight Fire postfire inventory, species habitat modeling of likely climate change effects, resampling of 1930s VTM vegetation plots)
	 University of Nevada-Reno (Orcuttia monitoring and conservation assessment)
	 University of New Mexico (Teakettle Experimental Forest prescribed fire re-measurement study)
	 University of Washington, School of Environmental and Forest Sciences (various LiDAR-based forest restoration projects)
	 US Fish and Wildlife Service (California fisher climate impact assessment; Black Backed Woodpecker working group) 
	 US Forest Service International Programs (Baja California fire management working group; International Climate Change and Resource Management Seminar; various international missions)
	 US Geological Survey/Biological Resources Division (Santa Clara River watershed ecosystem services assessment, California Fire Science Consortium, Sierra Nevada: climate change science program; S. California: multiple hazards mapping project; fire severity in chaparral fires; effects of fire on small mammal communities of Yosemite National Park; Southern Sierra Nevada Fire Science Integration Working Group)
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